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2008 highlights
ENTRY TO ALL
EVENTS IS FREE

28 AUGUST
Westbourne Studios
Grand Opening Ceremony

7.30pm Babylon (Franco Rossi) 100 mins 15 

9.10pm The Town That Boars Me (Ben Charles
Edwards) 10 mins 15

9.40pm Flowers of Rwanda

29 AUGUST  
Westbourne Studios
6pm–11pm Death Of Alternative Music Venues: from
The Spitz, Tresor in Berlin to CBGBs...the corporations
move in.

30 AUGUST 
Westbourne Studios
7pm Alternative Miss World Films. 8pm Panel
discussion with Andrew Logan and friends

31 AUGUST
The Tabernacle 
7pm Sandy Lieberson, Molly Parkin and Robert
Chilcott in Unsung Heroes, a panel discussion and Q&A
about the essential but neglected art of writing
screenplays followed by (8pm) Performance (set in
Powis Square and produced by Sandy Lieberson).

Westbourne Studios
International Special including premiere of Zebra
Crossing (8.30pm)

The Inn On The Green
1pm–9pm Choose your film from a menu at the Video
Cafe. Get here early to ensure a slot. (9pm) That
Samba Thing.

1 SEPTEMBER 
Westbourne Studios
American & Avant Garde Art including films on Andy
Warhol (7.30pm) and Robert Maplethorpe (8.30pm).

2 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
Russian films featuring a special selection from St
Petersberg’s Open Cinema (7.30pm).

Inn On The Green
Anachron Film Night featuring Japanese Erotic
Bondage films (7pm).

The Paradise
London Filmmakers Convention, mainly funky fast
shorts (6pm–11pm)

3 SEPTEMBER 
Westbourne Studios
7pm Portobello Film Festival 2008 present Tongsville.

Tongsville is a retrospective evening of work produced
by the celebrated collective, Hammer and Tongs (nick
Goldsmith and Garth Jennings)

Inn On The Green
6pm–11pm Music Videos All Night 
(7.30pm) Guitar Holiday

The Paradise
2nd day of London Film Makers Convention mainly
funky fast shorts.

4 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
6pm–11pm Canadian & Music films.
(8pm) Le Cedre Penche, (9.30pm) Reorder

5 SEPTEMBER
Westbourne Studios 
8pm An Evening With Black Eye

Top Comedy films all night including 36 Ways to Get
Fired Thanks To John Howard (7pm), Trust Me
(9.20pm)

6 SEPTEMBER
The Tabernacle 
6pm Time & Judgement: 1958 Remembered

Portobello Film Festival 2008 remembers the 1958
Race Riots and how they led to Anti-Racism being on
the establishment agenda with films and talks from
Colin Prescod and Menelik Shabazz.

Westbourne Studios 
Documentaries (1pm–11pm)

A Heart From Jenin: a shot dead Palestinan boy's
heart helps save the life of an Israeli girl.

Yellow Gate Woman about the historical political action
at Greenham Common recounted by the women
themselves and Brown Punk by Tricky from Massive
Attack (9.30pm).

7 SEPTEMBER
Westbourne Studios 
1pm–11pm. Indian, Dutch & Spanish Films including
films from Holland Film (2.20pm) and Spanish
(7.15pm) 

Inn On The Green
International Showcase with short films from all
around the world. 

8 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
6pm–11pm Multiculture, including Guns In The
Afternoon and This Is Our Country Too

Inn On The Green
6pm–11pm Film Makers Against The War. Yet again
another interesting selection of films for politically
aware person, ending with Nick Broomfield's Battle
For Haditha (9.30pm) hopefully to be introduced by
Nick.

9 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
6pm–11pm German Night With a selection from the
Munich Film Festival

Inn On The Green
6pm–11pm Funky Fast Shorts including Glastonbury
2008 and Looking For America 

Paradise
6pm–11pm London Film Makers Convention continues  

10 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
6pm–11pm Animation Station. State of the art
animation all night

Inn On The Green
6pm A Fete Worse Than Death Returning from the pits
of Punkvert's Labiatory for a one off special soirée at
this year's Portobello Film Festival, the original
"twistado-punkass-kabbaret for discerning dissenters,
terraists, crotch watchers and inbetweeny Manson
Family wannabees" * - Subterfuge, makes a rare
appearance in the nation’s Capital.

Paradise
6pm–11pm London Film Makers Convention, mainly
shorts. Finding Nuno (10pm)

11 SEPTEMBER
Westbourne Studios 
7pm An Evening With YCTV, local youth cable TV
station screens some of the films they have made over
the past year. Plus films made by kids including
London’s New Equilibrium, Now You See Me Now You
Don’t, Saving Mom and Dad.

Westbourne Grove Church 
Human Rights Watch Evening with Darfur Now (7pm)
followed by Q&A. 

12 SEPTEMBER  
Westbourne Studios 
6pm–11pm Horror & Sci- Fi. The medium – along
with documentary – that is made for low budget
filmmaking. Bane (8.30pm)

13 SEPTEMBER 
Westbourne Studios 
Crime movies including Angels Die In The Soil
(8.30pm) an Iraqi-Kurdish girl earns a living selling
Iranian soldiers bodily remains.

9pm World Premiere of Cash and Curry, featuring
players from Bend It Like Beckham.

14 SEPTEMBER
Westbourne Studios 
The final day starts with 'The Last Man Out'  which is
an eye-witness account of the World Trade Centre
tragedy, from the last living person to leave the North
Tower after saving hundreds of other peoples lives

9pm Grand Awards Ceremony with Awards for best
films submitted for Portobello 2008. For the first year
open to ALL.

PLUS 
FOR ALL THE 
FAMILY
Portobello Film Festival 2008 
Family Films Programme
Supported by RBK&C Early Years at 

The Tabernacle
Powis Square, London W11 2AY

Free Entry, No need to book. Just turn up and watch
some great movies. All films begin at 3pm. Children
must be accompanied by an adult

30 August – RATATOUILLE

31 August – FLUSHED AWAY

6 September – VALIANT

7 September  – CARS

13 September  – WALLACE AND GROMIT: 
THE CURSE OF THE WERE RABBIT

14 September  – 
THE SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS MOVIE

! Westbourne Studios
242 Acklam Road W10 5JJ
Nearest tube: Westbourne Park / Ladbroke Grove 
Buses: 31,28, 52, 23 

" Tabernacle
Powis Square W11 2AY 

# Paradise Bar
19 Kilburn Lane W10 4AE

$ Inn On The Green
3 Thorpe Close W10 
Nearest tube: Ladbroke Grove  
Buses: 52, 70, 295, 23 

Westbourne Grove Church
Westbourne Grove W11 2RW
Buses: 23, 7 

Muse Gallery
269 Portobello Road W11 1LR

VENUES

Credits
Director – Jonathan Barnett
Programmer – Ray Myndiuk
Website – Thomas Szab
Subscriptions – Geoff Mann
Coordinator – Danya Namir

Thanks to Leona Flude, Yvonne Connicke, Rebekkah Polding
(Film London), Michael Wilson (Mountgrange Heritage),
Busola Kehinde (RBKC Early Years), Lorraine Gilbert (NHHG),
Amanda Smethurst (RBKC Arts), Tony Elliott (TimeOut), Laura
Boardman (HRW), Geraldine Cosnuau (Louse T Blouin
Institute), Nova (Cobden), Mark Blyth (Westbourne Studios),
Dave Pitts (Inn On The Green) and all the film makers
without whom none of this would be possible.



THU 28 AUG
! Westbourne Studios  6pm

Undertow Neil Mcenery-West  27mins 12A
Undertow explores two journeys. The first is a
perpetual nightmare set in a deserted city. A
heightened and increasingly fragmented visual/sound
environment serves to create a physical world
reflecting the protagonists disturbed psychological
landscape. In the same city, only now populated and
overcrowded, a woman grieving begins to find the
world around her increasingly claustrophobic and
unbearable. Ordinary places and sounds take on an
ominous and foreboding presence. 

As these two worlds collide, the lines between what is
real and what is not, what is remembered and what is
only imagined, become impossibly blurred. 

Undertow is a film about perception, and how the way
you view the things around you is merely a reflection
of your own inner state. Drama, London

Between Dogs & Wolves
Jean-Gabria Periot  30mins 15
A young man, looking for a job. Drama, France

7:00

Brixton Beach
Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon  17mins U
30 years ago Lambeth Council commissioned the
biggest skate-park in London. It’s still popular now. We
study the art and talk to skateboarders and BMXers.
We celebrate its survival and its contribution to the
community. Documentary, Britain

S.P.I.T. Music Project (Sending Positive
Images Through Music) Cecila Faduola, Ibrahim Ajayi,
& Mark Faduola  10mins U
A registered social landlord in West London taking a
different approach to anti social behaviour by
engaging with nine young men to show achieve a
creative piece of work showing the true talent of
london. Documentary, London

7:30

Babylon 100mins  See inset below

9:10

Ben Charles Edwards' musical 
The Town That Boars Me 10 miutes
See inset below

What Is Done, Is Done
(Kyazze Tekizzikayo) Kaz Kasozi  20mins U
Two immortals Nambi (a woman) and Kintu (a man)
meet on earth. They seek approval from Nambi’s
father Gulu, who also happens to be the creator. They
travel to him  beyond the earth. Gulu gives them his
blessing but warns the couple to be weary not to
attract the attention of Walumbe (Nambi’s evil
brother). They ignore this advice and consequently
Walumbe follows their trail back toearth. With him he
brings mortality. Based on Ganda myths of how death
came to be. (Uganda) Musical, London

Brother (NDUGU) 
Aman K Sahota  9mins 12A
Two friends try to survive the raise in tribal tensions.
Drama, Britian

Flowers Of Rwanda
David Munoz  25mins 12A
13 years after the genocide that took over 800,000
lives. What’s the situation now? Can victims and killers
live together? May genocide happen again in Rwanda?
Who should act when a genocide is happening?
Documentary, Spain

Wanna Be Free
Rybojed David  52mins 12
From the heart of the Notting Hill Carnival, the film
maker bring the spectator in the history of Caribean
people of London, the history of the London’s melting
pot. A reflexion about the new identities which are
emerging in London but also in every big cities of the
world. Documentary, France
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Babylon
(Franco Rossi) 100mins 15 

7:30pm

Mechanic and part-time sound system ‘toaster’ Blue (Brinsley Forde) and his
Ital Lion crew are looking forward to a sound clash competition with rival outfit
Jah Shaka. But as the event approaches, Blue’s personal life begins to unravel.
Fired from his job by his racist boss (Mel Smith), he begins to suspect his
girlfriend is cheating on him. A further series of unpleasant racist incidents -
including Blue being chased, brutally beaten and arrested by a group of plain-
clothes policemen - culminates in Ital Lion’s lock-up garage being broken into
and their sound equipment being destroyed. Increasingly angered and
alienated by what he perceives to be society’s rejection of his race and his
culture, Blue is compelled to respond by fighting fire with fire.

Directed by Franco Rosso (Dread Beat an’ Blood), co-written (with Rosso) by
Martin Stellman (Quadrophenia), and photographed by two-time Oscar®
winner Chris Menges (The Mission; The Killing Fields), Babylon is a raw and
incendiary film-making at its best.

The Town That Boars Me 
(Ben Charles Edwards) 10mins 15

9.10pm 

The latest 15 minute indie film written and directed by rising star Ben Charles
Edwards and produced by Glass Loves and Shoot To Kill. A modern musical,
shot in B-movie style, it features a cast that includes a host of famous names,
including Kelly Osbourne, Sophie Ellis-Bextor, Sadie Frost, Natt Weller, Zandra
Rhodes, Andrew Logan, Dee C Lee and Jodie Harsh.  

The Town That Boars Me tells the tale of a Pig Boy created by the lonely town
butcher (Andrew Logan).  The Pig Boy, now banished from the town, returns at
nightfall to torment the local women and satisfy his insatiable fetish for high
heel shoes.  Starring Sophie Ellis-Bextor, Sadie Frost, Jodie Harsh, Zandra
Rhodes, Dee C Lee, Natt Weller and Kelly Osbourne as the sadistic beauty
pageant judge who will go to any length to keep her precious heels safe!  

THU 28 AUG - WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

DON’T MISS

Brother – 28 August Art at
Portobello
Film Festival
2008
See page 12



FRI 29 AUG
! Westbourne Studios  6pm
DEATH OF ALTERNATIVE 
MUSIC VENUES

6:00

Why Dream
(Zertarako Amestu) Ibon Antunano  70mins U
This rock documentary depicts the most intense 25
month of work of The Basque band Bezu Txassak
from the creation stages of their critically acclaimed
albuim ‘Jeis Musilla.Hil’. To the unusual way in which
it was recorded followed by the huge tour around
three continents , America, Asia & Europe. Music
Documentaries, Spain

7:10

Beware Dogs
Spandan Banerjee  40mins U
Four musicians and their music floating through the
corridors of a quaint old house in an old Delhi neigh-
borhood is what the film Beware Dogs attempts to
capture. The house is where the band Indian Ocean
come together with their many moods. As they work
and play the camera peeps into their world desiring to
know the artist behind familiar tunes. The artists are
like characters in the film, glimpsed and know only
through their music and the space they inhabit. Music
Documentaries, India

It’s A Place For Me
Julie Aguttes  6mins U
Trinidaian musician Russll, on the piano, deciphers the
melody of calypso song “London, It’s a place for me”
written by Lord Kitchener in the 50’s during the first
UK Caribbean immigration wave. Russell brings his
own memories telling us of the importance to keep
this music alive. Music Documentaries, France

8:00

A Great Night In The Spitz
Gea Russell & Ken kamanayo  57mins 12A
The Spitz, located in the heart of the East End of
London, opened its doors in 1996. it was widely
regarded as one of the leading live music venues in
the UK. Despite a passionate campaign against closure
it was forced to close after 11 years due to the
redevelopment of the Old Spitalfields market. Music
Documentaries, Belgium

9:00

The Silence After
Torsten Meyer  50mins 15
Documentary about the final weeks of the infamous
New York City punk club CBGBs. Music Documentaries,
USA

9:50

SubBerlin: the story of Tresor
Club  Tillman Kunzel  80mins        15
A lively study of the legendary Tresor Nightclub in
Berlin, featuring interviews with top DJs such as Sven
vath and DJ Rush. The film examines the legacy of
Tresor, focusing on the music and its impact upon a
newly united city. Music Documentaries, Germany

SAT 30 AUG
! Westbourne Studios  1pm

I Have Dreamt Of Working 
As A Hairdresser
Lidija Mirkovic  85mins 15
You see the scare in the children’s eyes when they
arrive at Belgrade airport. The gypsy families have
just been deported out of Germany. From now on they
become paper collector, scavengers, street musians,
beggars, and prostitutes. Life is unhygienic, sometimes
dangerous. There is mush resignation, and little hope.
Documentary, Germany

2:30

Live Safely In Europe 2007
Emanuel Danesch  52mins 12
Social Europe is experiencing a rise in closed, gated
and guarded residential areas, named “gated
communities”. At the same time, Europe itself is
getting closer to this model of exclusion by the day.
The analogy between Europe and the gated
community is not far fetched. Around the constructed
utopias of the gated communities, the “Island Europe”
is being fenced in. Documentary, Austria

3:30

Mothers Of Daughters Promo
Julia Pascal & Mark Norfolk  40mins U
A video archive of 50 prominent Jewish woman.
(features Edwina Currie, Margret Lipman etc.)
Documentary, London

All The World’s A Stage
Rainer Niermann  25mins 12
Five ambitious actress are waiting to do their auditions
in a final call-back, each of them tries to manipulate
the circumstances to her own advantage.....nothing is
what it seems. Comedy, London

Red-light District Graffiti
Kasumi Hiraoka  29mins 15
Tired of being prostitutes pampering the customers,
the prostitutes in a red-light district are fascinated with
toys, enjoy drawing graffiti with the patrol man, and
begin to speak a dialect unique to their district which
is not understandable to outsiders. Drama, Japan

5:00

Window Shopping
Maaike Middleton  18mins 18
Window Shopping gazes into the world of legalised
prostitution. Filmed entirely in Amsterdam, the film
seeks to delve into why men pay for sex. With
interviews with a wide variety of clientele, Window
Shopping offers refreshingly honest answers, holding a
mirror up to the audience about the ethics of prosti-
tution. Documentary, London

The Old Church
Matthew Lewis  10mins 15
An expressive portrait of Amsterdam’s Red Light
district which portrays without words, a day in the life
of the neighbourhoods most famous monument, The
Old Church. Art Documentaries, Britain

Servants Of God (Giollai De)
Geraldine Heffernan  27mins U
The film gives a unique insight into the secluded silent,
world of the community of Custercian Monks in the
mountains of Waterford - Ireland. These elder monks
speak candidly about their experiences. Documentary,
Ireland

5:50

The Rainbow Diaries
Cosmo Kentish-Barnes  70mins    15
Mr Loughton used to be the longstanding Presbyterain
Minister of a small farming community in the South
Island of New Zealand. But this seventy-something
grandfather is now Christina and her new flock is the
local transgender community. Documentary, New
Zealand

7:00

Andrew Logan presents a 
Complete History Of 
Alternative Miss World.

See inset below
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7pm  

AMW – Universe – 2004. 
Filmed and introduced by: Jes Benstock 
50mins

8pm

Andrew Logan, Jenny Runacre, Sarah Parkin and
friends remember the fun and madness of 35 years of
Alternative Miss World Competitions.  

AMW – 1972. Filmed by: Jack Hazan 4mins

AMW  – 1973. Filmed by: Derek Jarman 20mins

AMW – Wild – 1975. Filmed by: Marc Balet 8mins

AMW – Circus – 1978. 
Filmed by: Richard Gayer 78mins

AMW – Royal Imperial – 1981. 
Filmed by: After image Channel 4. 38mins

AMW – Water – 1985. 
Filmed by: Series of Alternative Interviews for ‘After
Image Magazine’ Productions for ‘Alter image’. Arts
magazine for Channel 4. 40mins

AMW – Earth – 1986. 
Filmed by: After image Channel 4. 13mins

AMW  – Air – 1991. Filmed by: Colin Clarke 24mins

AMW – Fire- 1995. 
Filmed by: Rebel Penfold Russell (37mins)

AMW – Void – 1998. Filmed by: 
Rebel Penfold Russell 40mins

Featuring appearances by Divine, John Maybury, David
Hockney, Jenny Runacre and Derek Jarman.

SAT 30 AUG - WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
Alternative Miss World Films

DON’T MISS

DEATH OF ALTERN
ATIVE MUSIC VEN

UES
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SUN 31 AUG
! Westbourne Studios  1pm
INTERNATIONAL FILMS:

Beyond the Fence
Ryuichi Honda  100mins 15
The script has been written by the actor Tomohisa
Yuge. This is his first original script which he has been
planning for a long time. The script being highly
appraised for it’s quality, was instantly decided by the
producers to be made into film. The director of the
film is Ryuichi Honda whom also directed the non-
sensed surreal entertainment films “Operation
Pussycat” and “My Wife’shell”. The director with his
own unique world, had completely changed his style.
With this film, Ryuichi Honda took the script and
expressed Yuge’s world with his sure direction. Drama,
Japan

2:40

The Fifth Mind
Naoko Tajima  75mins 15
“The Fifth Mind” is a harrowing portrait of two siblings
torn apart by a shared childhood experience. One
sibling has completely blocked the abuse, incest and
madness. the other has created 5 minds to deal with
the pain. Drama, Japan

4:00

Multiple Joel Wear  100mins 15
Psychiatrist Vic Perlman risks everything to uncover
his patents past to ensure he saves her future. An
altruistic look into Dissociative Identity Disorder.
Feature Length Drama, USA

Phil And Shaun: Filmmakers
Greg Pittard  25mins 15
Phil And Shaun are two struggling filmmakers without
a clue. As the two limp towards the end of their
production with absolutely no help from misanthropic
mentor Lucas and interference from tightly - jeaned
lothario Franco, the film begins to unravel in a farcical
comedy about trust, greed and integrity. Comedy,
Britain

6:00

Horch Giorgis Fotopoulos  73mins 12A
A group of cinephiles break into the Babelsberg - Film
studios in order to shoot their feature film that never
received any film fund or other support. Drama,
Germany

7:15

Silence, Ca Tue!
LJo Menzou  65mins 18
A young director disgusted by the financing system of
the movie industry decides to shoot a feature movie
made from live scenes without any financial support in
order to denounce the difficulties to achieve a
cinematographic project in Belgium. the rivalries
between the cast members, the excesses and the
frustration will slowly lead him to a surrealistic
disaster. Documentary, Belgium

8:30–11:00

W O R L D  P R I E M I E R
Zebra Crossing
Sam Holland  140mins 18
“From the moment I was born I cried for a month.”
18 years on, and Jason is no nearer the truth. And in
a world that increasingly doesn’t care, maybe just
relying on friends is not enough? Especially with
friends like Billy, Sean, and Tommy. Drama, London

" Tabernacle 7pm

Unsung Heroes

See inset below

$ Inn On The Green IOTG 1pm

Video Cafe
YOU CHOOSE THE
FILMS THAT WE 
SHOW
See page 21 for complete list of films to choose from!
# - THESE ARE RECOMMENDED, BUT YOU CHOOSE!

9pm

That Samba Thing
Teddy Hayes   120mins 12
Four interlocking stories depicting lives of Brazilians
and Londoners who co-exist under difficult emotional
and psychological circumstance. Drama, Britain

MON 1 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
AMERICAN AVANT GARDE

The River On Randolph Street
Zahik Rizvi  17mins 12A
Jude and Rebecca’s weekend trip to Vegas leads down
a dark road of desperation, where a chance encounter
with a stranger leads to one last game.... A game
where the stakes are eternal. Drama, USA

68° & Clear Dawn Westlane 13mins 12A
An eleven-year-old black mugger saves the life of a
suicidal 40-something white woman. Just another day
in L.A., where it’s always 68? and clear. Drama, USA

Dishonourable Killing
Richard Wolf  25mins 12A
An investigative and poetic documentary about honor
killings of woman in Kurdistan. Filmed with unprece-
dented access in remote rural communities of South-
East Turkey, Dishonorable Killing pitches the weight of
tradition against the extraordinary courage of real-life
women. Documentary, USA

The Ticket Patrick Sheridan  5mins 12A
Following her mother’s unexpected death, a teenage
girl decides that suicide is her ticket out of sadness.
After she overdoses on pills, she travels along the road
to the next world and meets a long-lost relative who
shows her that she still has time to choose life...but is
the pain to strong to let her go back,? Drama, USA

7:00

Entry Of Buildings
Gil Seltzer  9mins 12
Post 9/11 New York. A state of heightened alert. A
mysterious old man prowls around one of the city’s
most amazing architectural marvels. Is he friend or
foe?  Two overzealous security guards make it their
mission to bring him to justice. Drama, USA

Unfortunate Son
Greg Wilcox  3mins 18
Americans love affair with the military begins when
they are young. Children climb on weapons of death
and parents take their photograph. far from the
family and the press, they kill for political leaders. 
Far from their indoctrination, they are killed. 
Art Documentaries, USA

One Two Punch
Timothy L. Anderson  9mins 15
Circumstantial evidence and two guys in rabbit suits
cost Jack his already rocky relationship. Comedy, USA

7:30

A Walk Into The Sea
Esther. B.Robertson  60mins 15
Virtually unknown today, Danny was Andy Warhol's
lover, and a promising young filmmaker. The
discovery of 20 never-before- seen films William's
made during his time at the Factory-- and whose
many subjects include Andy Warhol, Edie Sedgwick,
Paul Morrissey, Brigid Berlin, Billy Name and what
may be the earliest known footage of the Velvet
Underground – reveals a luminous talent and a stark
gap in the historical record.  Documentary, USA

8:30

Black White & Gray
James Crump  73mins 18
A fascinating documentary following the complex
relationship between photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe and his lover and wealthy patron Sam
Wagstaff. Wagstaff pulled Mapplethorpe from his
suburban Queens existence, gave him a camera and
brought him into this art world that seemed to be
waiting for him, creating the man whose infamous
images instilled emotions ranging from awe to anger.
The film also explores the relationship both men had
with musician/poet Patti Smith. Wagstaff’s death from
AIDS, in 1987, and later Mapplethorpe’s death in
1989, marked the end of an era. Documentary, USA

9:45

Celluloid#1
Steve Staso  80mins 18
This film is a confetti of references to the genius of
Warhol, Fassbinder, the era of “The Hustler” and the
glory of black and white. “Celluloid#1” is ultimately
about celluloid and how it captures us, as Cprice says,
“it is us in our glamour, it is us in our disease”. The
film exposes the tawdry addiction to our “soft
celebrity” culture, which is stuck like chewed gum to
the souls of our shoes. Drama, USA

SUN 31 AUG
TABERNACLE
Unsung Heroes
7pm 

Sandy Lieberson, Molly
Parkin and Robert Chilcott in
Unsung Heroes, a panel discussion
and Q&A about the essential but neglected art
of writing screenplays, followed by
Performance (set in Powis Square and
produced by Sandy Lieberson).

DON’T MISS

A Walk Into The Sea

AMERICAN AVANT 
GARDE

INTERNATIONAL
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Saturday 30 August 3pm
RATATOUILLE U

A scrawny rat named Remy (voice of Patton Oswalt)
finds his dreams of culinary superstardom stirring up
sizable controversy in the kitchen of a fine French
restaurant in director Brad Bird's madcap computer-
animated comedy.   

Sunday 31 August 3pm
FLUSHED AWAY U

From Aardman Features and DreamWorks Animation,
the team behind the Oscar winning hits "Wallace &
Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit" and "Shrek,"
comes the computer-animated comedy Flushed Away,
which tells the story of a pampered pet mouse who is
flushed down the toilet from his penthouse apartment in
Kensington beneath the streets of London, where he has
to learn a whole new way of life.

Saturday 6 September 3pm
VALIANT U

Animated wartime adventure featuring the voices of
Ricky Gervais and Ewan McGregor.

Sunday 7 September 3pm
CARS PG

From the acclaimed creators of Toy Story, The
Incredibles, and Finding Nemo comes a high-octane
adventure comedy that shows life is about the journey,
not the finish line. 

Saturday 13 September 3pm
WALLACE AND GROMIT: 
THE CURSE OF THE WERE RABBIT
U

The cheese-loving Wallace and his ever faithful dog
Gromit-the much-loved duo from Aardman''s Oscar-
winning clay-animated ''Wallace & Gromit'' shorts-star
in an all new comedy adventure, marking their first
full-length feature film.

Sunday 14 September 3pm
THE SPONGEBOB 
SQUAREPANTS MOVIE U

There’s trouble brewing in Bikini Bottom! Someone has
stolen King Neptune's crown, and it looks like Mr. Krabs

is the culprit! Though he's just been passed over for the
promotion of his dreams, SpongeBob stands by his boss
and along with his best pal Patrick sets out on a
treacherous mission to Shell City to reclaim the crown
and save Mr. Krabs's life. 

FAMILY FILMS PROGRAMME

Supported by RBK&C Early Years
at The Tabernacle, Powis Square, London W11 2AY

No need to book. Just turn up and watch some great movies All
films begin at 3pm. Children must be accompanied by an adult

Portobello Film Festival 2008 

Family Films Programme

See www.portobellofilmfestival.com for full details of Portobello Film Festival 2008.

The Early Years Service in Kensington and Chelsea has a strong commitment to improve experiences and learning
opportunities for young children and their families. The Portobello Film Festival offers an exciting range of films this
summer that will be accessible to communities in the north and south of the borough. The intention is to encourage
families to share the enjoyment of watching films together and to make it a social event in everyone’s calendar.

FREE ENTRY
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TUE 2 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
A NIGHT OF RUSSIAN FILMS

Last Port Amsterdam
Ante Kustre  30mins 15
Seven last days of former junky before checking into
rehab. At the same time and in the same town,three
Buddhist priests create a mandala of compassion due
to arival of Dalai Lama. In parallel montage-process of
revealing all lies and ugliness of addict's life and
gradual forming of mandala as a symbol of beauty,
truth and harmony. In one point those two courses
come across and life of former junkie gets a new
direction. Art Documentaries, Croatia

6:30

Sputniks Kristina Miechinski  17mins U
Sputnik unravels simultaneously in Saint Petersburg
(Russia) and London. The film observes life of two
characters over the course of one day. Sputniks is a
tale of modern life, about people living next to one
another yet separated by walls, space and time.
Drama, London

Victory Renger van den Heuvel  50mins U
A view on Moscow in 1980, the year of the Olympics
by portraying six former Soviet citizens. Everything
seems under control until the most popular ‘not
officially allowed’ singer dies during the games.
Documentary, Holland

7:30

SELECTION FROM THE OPEN
CINEMA FILM FESTIVAL IN
ST.PETERSBURG

Ratio-Emotio Pavel matveev  6mins
Animation, Russia

In Scale Tatyanna Moshkova  7mins
A little bird, which leaves in draw’s scale, have to
struggle for her baby bird survival. Animation, Russia

Woman’s Alphabet
Andrey Cherpin & Irma Komladze  21mins
3 women are talking about love, alienation, exile,
birth and death. What is the most important in their
lives? 5 questions and only one answer. A poetic
attempt to understand their monologues provoked the
director to create a film-synthesis of documentary plot
and video-art. Documentary, Russia

The Black The White
Andrey Bakurin  5mins
Animation, Russia

Heal Me Edward 209  5mins
Music Video “Heal Me” by In Strict Confidence.
Art, Russia

Air Stas Bulov  9mins
Film - joke, film - surprise, film-talk.
The teacher and his disciple are walking through the
forest, with the intention to do something. What are
they going to do? It clarifies only in the very end of
the film. The main idea is that the miracles, however,
happen. The film is made without cutting. Drama,
Russia

Head-leg Pavel Muntyan  4mins
Animation, Russia

Loop Maxim Luschuk  2mins
Animation, Russia

Tango “Camisa”
Saya Kurpesheva  3mins
Nothing can prevent a girl from dancing- nor the
absence of a partner. Drama, Russia

Head Of Paul Klee
Nastya Golovan  7mins
Animation, Russia

Allowed Limits
Natalya Mihailova  19mins
This film tells about the new tendencis in contem-
porary art and analyses it’s development’s negative
consequences. As art-experts - Boris Grenenshikov,
Andrey Barten’ev, Vladislav Malishev-Monro, Merlyn
Manson, Mikhail Trofimenko, Sergey Debizhev. “Art is
the only thing, excusing men’s presence on the Earth”
- but what kind of art and where are “allowed limits?”
- Author asks. Documentary, Russia

9:00

Veronika Will Not Come
Elina Suni  115mins 12A
Veronkia is an editor of a Soviet Newspaper. She is
successful and beautiful woman. But in Soviet society
successful people couldn’t be independent or even free
in their private lives. But Veronika lives her life as it is
gambling. She stakes a lot and wins a lot. She makes
one “wrong” step - to freedom, and loses everything...
Drama, Russia

# Paradise Bar 6–11pm
LONDON FILM MAKERS
CONVENTION 

The Solution (Losningen)
Jan-Eje Ferling  14mins U
Some houses in city shall be rebuilt into luxury
departments. the new, young owner has inherited the
estate company from his insensitive father. An old
tenant has to be evacuated to the suburb. But the old
man has got a secret. he is the biological father of the
young owner. Drama, Sweden

Sharing The Moment
Mike Bambridge  5mins 12A
A romantic comedy, featuring a young man and
woman who meet over coffee. They begin to flirt and
quickly their behaviour becomes increasingly bizarre,
with events soon turning fairly surreal. Drama, Britain

Wasted Daniel G. Cabrero  18mins 15
Six teenager friends go about their daily lives; selling
drugs to each other, stealing from each other and
generally having fun. Drama, London

Lucky-Dip-Pick-N-Mix
Elliot Seller  12mins 15
Lucky-Dip-Pick-N-Mix is a film filled with social issues.
Following a young man through a normal day with his
friends, nothing out of the ordinary happens until they
play a game..... Drama, Britain

Team Work (Ekip Galismasi)
Mehmet Volga Suren  9mins 12
For every time member acting in coordination and
compatibility is the main condition of team works. For
instance in a robbery or movie... Drama, Turkey

Shades Of Black
Alizeh Imtiaz  7mins U
A short film about the life of a poor and orphaned
prisoner released from Karachi Central Jail. Focuses on
his journey around the city when he is released,
bringing attention to his miserable life and its
hopelessness. Drama, London

The Grime Ersel Ulutash  13mins 15
A teenager struggles to make friends on a rough
estate, where the only people he has to look up to are
criminals. Drama, London

Two Paths To The Same God
Shoshana Eilon  1 minute U
In divided Jerusalem a Jewish man and a Muslim
woman are united in praying for peace. Drama,
London

Barbara Broadcast
Jean-Juuen Collette & Oliver Tollet  15mins 12
Two friends who are killing each other slowly, find
themselves locked up in an attic. They become
pioduslly overcome by a will disease. In French with
Spanish subtitles only. Comedy, Belgium

A Matter Of Character (Todo Un
Personaje) Angel Regueiro 14mins 12
Armando Duval is a state worker at the post office. He
is over 40 and too obsessed with comics. He carries
the comics to work and takes any opportunity to read
them. At one of those moments a strange man comes
in and says to Duval “Be careful with unique copies”
and leaves before Duval can react. Comedy, Spain

Sweeper
Benjamin Collins & matthew Esterhuizen  1min 12
A revenge story between a litterbag and a London
sweeper robot. Comedy, London

Idealdisease 1
Marie Magescas  7mins 12A
A short moment in a child’s life. memory of a fleeting
moment and a story about death, both either true or
not. This video is freely inspired by Bruce Nauman’s
neon and the movies of Norman Mclaren. Art
Documentaries, France

Matermare Flavio Sciole  5mins U
A sea like a mother, no place . Art, Italy

Tu Solus Sanctus
Suyen Mosely  3mins U
Just what does surfing mean to those who savon it?
The girls take to the streets of LA to examine the more
illusive aspects of the surfing experience.
Documentary, USA

SF Stuart Pound  9mins U
“SF”, not as in Science Fiction - but Svenska
Filmindustri who were instrumental in making “The
Seventh Seal”, a film by Ingmar Bergman. When I
first saw this film, a game of chess played by the
personification of death seemed strangely odd to me,
not so now some 50 years later. Art, London

Taxi Driver - King Lear of The
Taxi Andrew Wilkes  3mins 15
This film is a philosophical glimpse of contemporary
life through the eyes of a Taxi driver as he glances at
life through his rearview mirror. Voice-over by
renowned poet, actor & cab driver Davidson Garrett
(NYC Cab driver) Drama, Britain

Cerebral Adventure
John Deneuve  4mins 15
This movie is about the methods used by companies to
evaluate people applying for a job. Art, France

Moments of Anticipation
Jonathan Bohane  3mins 12
A young man man receives a rejection letter. The bad
news unsettles his mind. His feelings are confused. His
meandering thoughts become dominated with his
girlfriend and the bad news he has in store for her.
Awaiting her arrival he experiences happy memories
that turn sour during futile moments of anticipation.
Drama, Britian

Alex And Her Arse Truck
Sean Conway  15mins 18
A scooter riding zelophile called Bobby Shoes, his
dogfart nymphomaniac girlfriend Alex, her black lover
Nylon, a mentalist named Poubelles and a pair of
drug dealing lesbians. Drama, Britain

Blue Room Remix
Joon Goh  5mins 12A
A man lives the same routine over and over. His only
respite is the dancer who lives next door. Drama,
London

The Creatures
Marco Williamson  3mins 12A
Poetic, experimental and shot entirely on super 8,
‘The creatures’ takes an innovative and intriguing look
at issues of self-realisation, obsessive love and the
dark heart. Drama, Britain

On The Tracks Of The Honey
And Dreaming Valerie Megard  47mins  U
Where I come from in France I saw a painting: the
Dreaming of the Honey Ant. There is no particular way
to look at them. These signs are like tracks to follow.
They took me along to a red desert, the Australian
desert of the Aborigines. Documentary, France

The Last Dream (Le Dernier Reve)
Jean-Christopher Meunier  82mins 12
When one hundred people appear in a Corsican village
with one hundred habitants, it doesn’t go unnoticed. In
the space of a summer, the cows abandon their fields
for the participants of a theater course. Two worlds
meet: A traditional one involving hunting, silence,
solitude and the world of traveling entertainers which
is more exhibitionist and colourful..... Drama, France

$ Inn On The Green IOTG 7pm
ANACHRON FILM EVENING

A Snake Of June
(Shina Tsukamoto) 2002 Japan 77mins 18
Director of Tetsuo: The Iron Man presents a beautiful
and thoughtful piece of erotica.

8.20

A live demonstration of
Kinbaku Dojo – the Japanese
art of erotic rope bondage.

8.40

Tokyo Decadence
(Ryo Murakami) 1992 Japan 115mins 18
Author of cult classic Audition directs an adaption of
his novel Topaz.

SF

LONDONRUSSIAN ANACHRON
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WED 3 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 7–11pm

Hammer & Tongs (Son of
Rambow and pop videos) 

See inset right

# Paradise Bar 6–11pm
LONDON FILM MAKERS
CONVENTION 

Roman Postcard
Silvia Gigliodro  20mins 15
A journey through a gay cruising park in the heart of
Rome - in exploring the sensuality of the place and
confronting the hypocrisy of a public secret, it reveals
the human, mythological, contradictory voices within it
- “Roman Postcard” unfolds through the stories of
people casually met in the park; these become
multiform confrontations with a video camera, and a
woman behind it. Documentary, London

For Your Tomorrow
Kyoko Miyake  13mins 12A
Every summer British and Japanese veterans gather
for remembrance and reconciliation. They fought in
Burma during WWII and used to be trained to hate
each other. When they met their former enemies as
human beings long after the war ended, they began
to see the world differently. Documentary, London

Terrible Power
George Martinez  5mins U
Effects of paint fumes on Graffiti artists.Art, London

Abduction Half Arsed Films  10mins 12
We placed an ad in a local newpaper which read ‘Have
You Been Abducted By Aliens?:If So Call Us’. Of all the
people to contact us these three were the most
compelling. This is there story. Sc-Fi Drama, London

The Day I Trip To Live
Richard Chance & Jonathan Chance  18mins 18
A space pod crashes from the sky and a body washes
up on a Spanish shore line, so begins one man’s
journey of discovery. Unfortunately he is not alone,
and not all is as it appears to be; as the sunsets the
man had lived a lifetime in a day. Sc-Fi Drama, Britian

Falso Amore
Matthew Williamson  5mins 12A
As children, most of us were given teddy bears to help
us feel secure while sleeping. Once we are too old for
teddies, a relationship can provide our comfort and
security. But what happens when you lose that bear
you thought you’d keep forever? Comedy, Britain

Strix Mike Danson & Tristan Ofield  5mins 15
On the cold morning of March the third. A man recalls
the events leading up to the attack on the strix.
Horror, Britain

Sarakiniko
Giorgos Artopoulos  15mins 12
An architect lost in time. This is the story of a man
who felt he did not belong. He did not belong in the
world he lived in; he did not belong in the world he
dreamt of. Drama, Britain

“09 - 38”
Iacopo Di Girolamo  7mins 12
September 1938, New Racial Laws in Italy ordered the
identification and expulsion of Jewish kids from the
schools. This is just one of those stories, told from the
south of Italy, 70 years from that year. Drama, Italy

Wwoofing Robin Whenary  11mins U
Living and working on an organic farm in Cornwall. A
portrait of one man and his environment.
Documentary, Britain

A Fitting Tribute
Daniel Cormack  13mins 12A
A naive local newspaper reporter gets more than he
bargains for from a grieving mother. Comedy, London

Dominant Culture
Stuart Pound  15mins 15
Sequences of frames, sampled from a Big Brother
broadcast on Channel 4, are repeated three times each
in rhythmic succession. Nothing is slowed down or
speeded up, but the movement becomes unreal and
fractured, parts of spoken words tumble out into a
new stream of image and sound, and “reality
television” begins to look loke Pop Art. Art, London

A Hitch In The Plan
Paul Denny  2mins 12
A panic stricken woman is relentlessly pursued down a
deserted city path late at night - but who is chasing
her and why? Only when she arrives home do we find
out the terrible truth.... Comedy, London

Dogdom Rodrigo Estrada Gil  7mins 15
The master needs those who need to be enslaved.
Slaves teaching their children to be slaves, to wag
their tails, to stick out their tongues, to bow to their
master, waiting for a beating or a reward. Drama,
London

Record And Erase
Ross Jarvis  10mins 15
Holly has made an online dating video; she appears a
typical girl in search of her dream man. However, we
discover the inspirations behind Holly’s statements and
find she is far from typical. Is Holly truely searching
for a date, or just another victim? Drama, London

Valentine - A Musical Story
Linda Searle  10mins 12A
She’s seen the outcome, the consequences of the
wrong choice. Its valentine’s day,her wedding, his
funeral. Secretly he's there with her drinking a
valentine gin on her wedding day. Music Videos,
Britain

Clear Channel
Abner & Kamma Pastoll & Evan Richards  4mins
12An office worker discovers how easy it is to break
free from his dull job, start a band and get the girl....
realising his passion for music. Music video for the
song by Common Rotation. Music Videos, London

52nd Life Muzeum  5mins U
Story of a man who believes he is pursued by agents
porting film projectors. He awakes and it begins anew.
Music Videos, USA

Movie Man Johnny Whitfield  7mins U
Music video by Jonny Whitfield for the song ‘Movie
Man’ by the band Softwhere. Made using public
domain footage from archive Sherlock Holmes films
starring Basil Rathhbone and Nigel Bruce. Music
Videos, London

One (Of Three) Billy Howard  8mins 12A
A boy finds and becomes obsessed with a small case.
there is something sinister about it , but it fascinates
him none the less. Before he/we can find out more it
is taken from him. Drama, London

Amelia And Michael
Daniel Cormack  11mins 12
A married couple appear to have everything, but both
Amelia and Michael are concealing secrets from each
other. Drama, London

Nightwalking
Daniel Cormack  3mins 12
A female commuter believes she is being followed
home, but what is on the mind of the person following
her.  Comedy, London

Release Kimberley Ng  1 minute U
A picture of a girl is changed and manipulated by
different hands. She refuses to be changed and tries to
relieve herself from the hand’s suggestive intentions.
Animation, Britain

Alter Ego Gloria Mannazzu  9mins 12
After breaking up with her boyfriend, a girl loses the
capacity to recognize herself, her own voice. Drama,
Italy

Voo Moo Patricia Shrigley  5mins 15
A collection of VooMoo’s different self’s for different
situations, desires fitting the desires and fantasy of
another person’s or your own VooMoo. the artist plays
with these idea’s using her mask and costumes she has
made. Art, London

Newspeak Patricia Shrigley  3mins 12A
A constant re-editing of the news, an on going protest
as the conflicts exists. The constant images of war, as
if its sanitised for our daily viewing as we lay comfy
on our sofa’s. A protest in progress, a brave new
world. Art, London

The Owl Behnam Afiat  7mins 12
A man’s attempts at writing are interrupted by his
hallucinations of the night. His imagination and
curiosity compel him to explore what he may not want
to discover. Drama, Iran

Secrets Of The Mind
Karen Shepherd  10mins 12
Hidden thoughts and feelings that can never be
spoken occupy a desolate interior from which there is
no escape. From which there is no escape. From the
confines of this dark and lonely space desperate souls
speak out offering a glimpse into the world of
depression. Fictional Documentaries, Britian

Goldfish Owen Gower  15mins 12A
Adapted from an award winning play, Goldfish is the
surreal story of a man haunted by his own nightmares
and fantasies, with nothing to keep him company but
the phonebook and a hoover-wielding demon that
lives in his cupboard. Drama, London

Remembrance Day
Graham Roos  15mins 18
A young man falls for a football player with disastrous
consequences for both of them. Drama, London

Double Talk Julien Ezri  5mins 12A
A man is sitting in a restaurant, waiting. Another man
enters and sits down, and her begins an interesting
seduction scene! Comedy, Switzerland

Alone In Da Sky
Florah Vddin  9mins 15
A short film about unprotected sex and the conse-
quences, as the film follows a group of young people
living in London. It also questions stop and search,
alcohol and drug misuse. Drama, London

Portobello Film Festival 2008 present 

Tongsville
7pm 

Tongsville is a retrospective evening of work produced by the celebrated
collective, Nick Goldsmith and Garth Jennings, known as
Hammer and Tongs.

Always quirky, humorous and original, Hammer and Tongs have consistently
produced a very high standard of work, whether it be music videos,
commercials, short films or very recently, feature films, Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy and Son of Rambow. 

The evening will include a collection of music videos by Blur, REM, Fatboy Slim,
Supergrass and many more, some of their early shorts, commercials and special
features.

We will also have copies of Son of Rambow DVD's and other giveaways.There
will be a screening of Son of Rambow at the end of the evening. 

Hammer and Tongs are an inspiration to filmakers everywhere and this evening
will show how much work they have put in to get to where they are now."

WED 3 SEP - WESTBOURNE STUDIOS

DON’T MISS
LONDON



$ Inn On The Green IOTG 6pm

A Day With Mark And An
Evening With Jason
Rupert Ferguson  30mins
For over a decade the psychedelic Goa Trance scene
has been at the forefront of the dance music
underground. But how did the scene begin and why?
This 30 minute portrait of the first and original
exclusively Goa trance Club Night based in and around
Ladbroke grove and Notting Hill Gate, contains
original interviews with the two principal organizers of
these events along with some who were there. Music
Documentaries, Britain    

Saltdog : The documentary
Steve Walker  65mins 12
Documentary featuring 17 songs including 11 videos
from the Essex based folky rock Celtic punk group
Saltdog. Gets stuck on Fill Your Soul. need to watch
replacement. Music Documentaries, Britian

Guitar Holiday
Dennis Conway  47mins U
Guitar Holiday is an exciting documentary portrait of
the guitar makers of Parcho, Michoacan and the
Mexican National Guitar Festival. Music
Documentaries, USA

Rebelde Sem Calu
Marcelo Paganini  6mins U
A music video - live performance by Marcelo Paganini
Music Videos, France

The 8th Bullet Samba
Marcelo Paganini  3mins 12
Jean Charles de Menezes comes back as a ghost and
sings a samba about what happened since his tragic
death July the 22nd 2005 in London when he was
shot dead by the British police... Music Videos, France

No More Tiptoes 
Paula Rae Gibon  20mins 15
Music and images - performance. Music Videos,
London

Who Are The Spooky Spoons?
Neil Roy  27mins 15
In 1996 The Spooky Spoons blew the biggest deal
ever offered to an unsigned band, they now have a
second chance to make it. However, a ruthless contract
killer has other ideas. Comedy, London

You Flip Me Over
Marcelo Paganini  3mins 12
Marcelo Paganini comes to Cannes film festival to
show his short at short corner ready to impress....But
things are not going to work as he planned...
Comedy, France

Creating Karma
Jill Wisoff  105mins 12
Karma, uptight fashion editor, becomes a poet after
moving in with her new-age therapist half-sister. first
time feature by Jill Wisoff. Experience shallow friends,
a rapping nun, a gay sitarist and dysfunctional
romance! You’ll leave the theater singing “Pass the
Puppet”. Cast includes Saturday Night Fever co-star
Karen Lynn Gorney. Comedy, USA

THU 4 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
CANADIAN & MUSIC FILMS

Brixton The Final Mix
Chris Langley  52mins
In Plato’s Republic, image-makers were to be banned
from the ideal city as fantasists. This film is set in
Brixton, London and is a three way contest for the
truth between the Poet (Matthew Caley Sireas - The
Brixton Soundtrack) the Raufrfarian Prophet Azariah
(a Bricoleor) and the film-maker. Art Documentaries,
London 

Birds Scott Amos  1min U
Sometimes I wonder... Art, Canada

Stranded Maureen Bradley  4mins 12A
Stranded explores a narrative of Charlotte’s
compulsion and fear. She is repulsed by her hair. She
is also terrified of dust - both remind her of her fragile
mortality an fill her life with dread. Art, Canada

Sisyphus Maureen Bradley  3mins U
Sisyphus is a hand processed, handmade silent film
shot on a Bolex and processed in a bucket. Sisyphus
explores. Art, Canada

Hazina Stacey Horton  2mins 12
The tragic tale of Hazina the Hippo. Art, Canada

Turbulence Scott Amos  1min 12
Whenever I’m on a plane, I pray for turbulence. Art,
Canada

7:05

The Telephone Eulogies
Joe Hiscott  20mins U
The Telephone Eulogies, is a living experiment on film
that combines a children’s game of broken telephone,
a self-penned eulogy and trans-cultural cast of
translators, performers and language enthusiasts. the
film follows the eulogic narrative as it snakes its way
through 12 languages and 21 translations, ultimately
shedding layers of the original message as it is
transformed by miscommunication, misunderstanding,
misperception and misnomer. Ultimately, the message
suffers a slow death by interpretation while
continually giving birth to new possible meanings. Art
Documentaries, Canada

Legend Of The Seven Bloody
Tortures Conall Pendergast  5mins 15
A young clerk is sent deep into the dungeon of the
seven bloody tortures, where he discovers that they
are about to face the most painful torture of all: a
threat to their name-brand recognition. Comedy,
Canada

Maite Denis Cote  17mins 12A
She is Maite. She’s 17 maybe 18 years old. She leaves
home for the big city. Before attending a black metal
concert, she finds a hotel, wanders in the streets, visits
rock clothing shops.... A teenager quietly roaming
around in her own world of fascinations and
attractions. Drama, Canada

Terry Souther’s Plums & Prunes
Dev Khanna  9mins 15
A father who secretly lusts over his teenage daughter,
takes out his sexual frustration on her sleazy
boyfriend. Drama, Canada

8:00

Le Cedre Penche
Rafael Ouelle  78mins 12A
After their mother’s passing, the Provencher sisters
return to live in the family home. WhileBrigitte takes
time to explore her past, Candide becomes very
reclusive even having trouble finding inspiration for
her song writing. Caught up in separate worlds, the
two sisters awkwardly try to connect. Distant and
different, it’sthrough their mother’s music that they
will discover the bound that ties them and find the
means necessary to flourish. Drama, Canada

Mirrors Etienne Desrosiers  14mins 15
Julian’s holiday at the family cottage takes a twist
when a mysterious neighbour confuses him. Parents,
brother, lakeside, and a world that seems out of place.
A coming of age in the summer.... Drama, Canada

9:30

ReOrder Sean Garrity  14mins 12A
Janet's infidelity is revealed to her fiancee Kyle. He
refuses to talk about it, instead taking refuge in an
elaborate ritual that involves arranging and
reordering everything in their home, and beyond.
Drama, Canada

Nos Vies Privees 
(Our Private Lives)
Denis Cote  82mins    18
After a lengthy virtual relationship over the internet,
Milena and Philip take the plunge and agree to finally
meet. having lived in Montreal for over a decade,
Milena, an immigrant of Bulgarian descent, accepts to
greet her correspondent Philip, a flirtatious photog-
rapher from Sofia. Out in an isolated cottage in
Quebec’s countryside, the couple abandon themselves
to one another. Between periods of cultural clashes
and fleshly pleasures, the two assess each other and
the possibilities of true love. But strange and uncanny
events soon disrupt Milena and Philip’s quiet intimacy
as secrecy and silence slowly set in.
Feature Length Drama, Canada
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FRI 5 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
COMEDY

The Two Minute Silence
Gart O’Brien  10mins 15
During a National ‘2 minute silence’ we hear the
thoughts of 10 office workers. Comedy, London

Hooded Adam Randall  20mins 12
Lay about Marlon is reluctantly persuaded to play
dective when he crosses paths with a dangerous gang.
This dark, comedy thriller sees Marlon swept into an
urban old west, a world of criminals. And all he
wanted was an ice cream... Comedy, London

Homicide: Division B
Abner & Kamma Pastoll  9mins 12A
A thrilling and humorous comedy about the British
police. A serial killer threatens to blow up a police
station. With only a limited amount of time, the Chief
Inspector must solve the problem using a most
unexpected tactic... Comedy, London

Vacuum
Karl Holt / Mark Lowe  6mins 12
A man encounters problems with his vacuum cleaner.
Comedy, Britain

One Two Punch
Timothy L. Anderson  9mins 15
Circumstantial evidence and two guys in rabbit suits
cost Jack his already rocky relationship. Comedy, USA

Time Out Angus Gafraidh  8mins 12
George is having a very lucky day. Until....
Comedy, London

7:00

36 Ways To Get Fired Thanks
To John Howard
Shane T.Hall  6mins 12A
A rapid fire political comedy that points out the absurd
situation that many workers found themselves in after
John Howard abolished unfair dismal laws. Comedy,
London

The Adventures Of A Plumber
In Outer Space
Jan Manthey  45mins 18
Plummer Robin Evans gets more than he bargained
for when he goes to stick his plunger in Mrs Zucker’s
blocked hole..... Little does he know that Queen
Azizzar, ruler of planet pron is about to zap him into
space so they can mate... Comedy, London

7:50

Black Eye legandary urban
humour on film and in person
70mins

See inset left

9:00

Mental Notes
Carey Williams  18mins 15
In the heart of the English countryside, brothers Colin
and Bernard Hope run Hope Hospital, a care home for
the mildly confused. As their relationship deteriorates
a documentary film crew witness their sibling rivalry
and its dark consequences. Narrated by Christpher
Timothy. Comedy, London

Trust Me Andrew Kazamia  100mins 12A
When a young con meets an old impressionist who
knows how far they can go. A satirical tale of celebrity,
politics and scams set in Hollywood. A truly
independent feature film made by Brits. A film about
the American dream. Comedy, Britain

SAT 6 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 1pm
DOCUMENTARIES

The Silent Revolution Of Truth
Jack Gerlach  95mins 12A
The true life story of Billy Meier, who claims contact
with ETs since 1942. His still irreproducible physical
evidence - and decades of accurate prophecies - are
explored, as well as his adventurous life as “The
Phantom”, discovery of ancient scrolls and the 21
attempts on his life. Documentaries, USA

The PC + I
Harriet Macdonald  20mins 12A
An amusing look at computers and why we love and
ultimately loath them. The man who hugs a computer,
if you were the inventor what would you think of the
negativity? What would you say to the inventor?
Documentary, Australia

Living Diesel
Savannah Teller Brown  19mins U
Documentary on diesel emissions, the impact on the
environment and what is being done to reduce the
harm. Documentary, USA

The Pigeon Man
Madelon Vroom  8mins U
How much will a man sacrifice for the best for his wife
and son. The “Pigeon Man” is a documentary about
Marcel a Rumanian street artist living in London.A
couple of years ago he left his homeland to work
abroad so he could provide his family with a better
life. Documentary, London

The Elephant In The Room
Dean Puckett  95mins 15
Six and half years after the tragedy of 9/11 the
psychological impact of this catastrophic event has had
reverberations across the globe that still linger in
modern society’s mind like a bad dream. The Elephant
In The Room follows filmmaker Dean Puckett as he
examines the cultural impact and paranoia that the
events of 9/11 have had on western culture.
Documentary, London

5:00

Colonial Education - A Theater
Journey To Tanzania
Christfried Huebuer & Rodert Staffl  80mins 12A
The director jean Siemssen travels to Tanzania with his
theater company to research German colonial history.
Colonial is a critical view on German self-reflection.
The film also observes the reaction of the African
audience. Feature Length Documentaries, Germany

A Heart From Jenin
Cecilia Parsberg  50mins 15
A heart from Jenin tells the story of a young
Palestinian boy shot to death by an Israeli soldier and
whose heart was donated to a young Israeli girl,
saving her life. The gift “drills a hole” in the wall.
Documentary, Sweden

Yellow Gate Woman
Margaretta D’arcy  60mins 12
“It was them or us, it was make or break” - after 19
years of struggle, indigestible women’s strength,
armed with bolt-cutters and legal challenges, drove US
nuclear missiles and British military from Greenham
Common, in spite of constant arrests, jailings, and
evictions. Margaretta D’arcy, returns to Greenham to
recount their extraordinary story. Documentary,
Ireland

8:10

Red Man Green Man Rainbow
Woman Tim Cole  33mins    U
The Maitland Park Heriitage Project was  organised to
commemorate Karl Marx’s life in Maritland Park, ,
Camden 1856-1883. On a heritage walk in 2007 we
piece together clues about Marx’s life and of it’s
residents lives today! Roots sticking up! Documentary,
London

Make me A Tory
Daniel Cormack  25mins U
Can a disillusioned Labour voter turn Tory?  Featuring
David Cameron. Documentary, London

A13: Road Movie
Rayna Nadeem & Stuart Bamforth  25mins U
Focusing on the overlooked, the hidden, and the
disregarded, and seeking out the beautiful and the
bizarre on a journey from Victorian Whitechapel in
London’s East End,out along the Thames corridor to
the seaside quirkiness of Southend. Documentary,
London

9:30

Brown Punk
(Tricky) 60 minutes 15

Trip Hop musical from new music collective formed by
Tricky from Massive Attack, featuring Elliott Gould.
Tricky has to raise the money for his new record label.

" Tabernacle 6pm

Time & Judgement: 
1958 Remembered

Portobello Film Festival 2008 remembers the 1958
Race Riots and how they led to Anti-Racism being on
the establishment agenda.

See inset below

FRI 5 SEP - 
WESTBOURNE
STUDIOS
An Evening
With Black Eye

7:50pm

CRASS TRANSIT – 50 secs.
What would you do to get to work? Find out as
one man’s journey takes a few dramatic turns.
Written & Directed by Jacqui Adams.

THE PASSION OF THE
SKANKED! 30mins
Prepared to be shocked as weddings, gangsta
police, an abusive phone call, PMT Bitch,
ghetto college, black history month, awkward
gay moments… and possibly the most
disgusting sketch ever filmed are brought to
you by the urban comedy factory known as
the Skank Boyz. Written & Directed by Joe
Crackass and The Skank Boyz.

WORKING LATE – 50 secs. 
When your computer just will not behave?
Written & Directed by Jacqui Adams.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND
THE SKANKED! 30 Mins. The Skank
Boyz unleashes their yearly comedic trawl
through the urban landscape. Filmed especially
for the Portobello Film Festival and featuring
new characters and sketches such as The
Negotiator, Skanked Cribs, Tough Dad, A Day
in the Life of the Hoodies and the unveiling of
the G-Folk era. Written & Directed by Joe
Crackass and The Skank Boyz.

DON’T MISS

SAT 6 SEP - TABERNACLE
6pm

Portobello Film Festival 2008 remembers the 1958 Race Riots and how
they led to Anti-Racism being on the establishment agenda.

Curated and presented by Colin Prescod and Menelik
Shabazz, featuring a lively debate (8pm) 

BFM International Film Festival is the largest black world cinema event
in the UK. The 10th Anniversary festival will take place between 7th –
17th November 2008 at venues which include the BFI Southbank, the
British Museum, Institute of Contemporary Arts and Stratford Circus.
Between 35 – 60 films, from all genres including features, documen-
taries, shorts and animation films, will be screened.

Writer/Director/Producer Menelik is the founder of bfm magazine and
International Film Festival. He has been working in the British film
industry since he left the International Film School in 1975. He has

produced work independently as well as in television producing
programmes for and Channel Four. 

Step Forward Youth (Dir: Menelik Shabazz, 25 min)
It’s 1976, first generation young people of West Indian descent give
their views on growing up in England. Shot both in Ladbroke Grove and
Brixton, featuring Drummie Zeb of Aswad.

From You Were Black You Were Out
(Director: Colin Prescod 45mins)
Made in the early ‘80s, this local history film accounts the experiences
of the Black community of Ladbroke Grove. Interviews with key players
describe the arrival of early settlers, the ‘race riots’ of 1958, the role of
Claudia Jones and her West Indian Gazette in priming the Notting Hill
Carnival. A study of racism in the words of those who faced and fought
it, the film gives inspiring insight into a defining moment of North
Kensington’s history.

Blacks Britannica (Director David Koff, 1978) outraged the
establishment on both sides of the Atlantic and is one of the most
suppressed films ever made in this country. As soon as it was completed,
it was put under legal injunction so that it could only be screened
guerrilla-style in community and activist venues. It was chopped up,
scrambled and re-edited with over 80 changes by the commissioning
editors at WGBH, Boston, before they dared network it to an American
audience. They then fought the filmmakers for three and a half years in
the US courts. The film was attacked in Parliament and was the subject
of embarrassed denials by the British Consulate in New York.

Time & Judgement (Menelik Shabazz)
Voices from the Grove

DON’T MISS

Time & Judgement: 1958 Remembered

DOCUMENTARIES
COMEDY
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1:00

Aideu : Behind The Screen
Arup Manna  80mins U
“Aideu : Behind The Screen” is based on the life of
Aideu Sandique, the heroine of the first Assamese film
“Joymoti”. The colossal woman personally sacrificed
all the happiness of her life just to usher the
succeeding generations of woman folk to film acting.
Feature Length Drama, India

An Inning Of Life 
(Ek Dav Sansaracha)
Mr. Sanjay Surkar  120mins 12A
The film is a social film. It is based on the topic of
infertility. Drama, India

3:20

HOLLAND FILM SELECTION:

Absolutely Afro
Dorothee van den Berghe  10mins 12
12-year old adopted Hanneke is ashamed of her curly
afro-hair so she decides to go to secondary school with
a totally new hairstyle in this charming tale about
belonging and identity. Drama, Holland

Breathe
Margien Rogaar  8mins 12A
On a trip to the lake, twelve-year old Erik feels deeply
attracted to the father of his friend Sofie, and hatches
a plan to express the extent of his love. Claudia
Landsberger. Drama, Holland

Casimiration Or The Beginning
Of Dreaming
Iris Piers  4mins 12
Iris Piers uses a small digital camera, a magnifying
glass, pen, paper, voice and various instruments to
create small pieces of everyday surrealism on her
laptop. Art, Holland

Le Dernier Cri
Erwin Olaf  4mins 12A
Tati meets David Lynch in Erwin Olaf’s hyperrealistic
look on the latest fashion. Art, Holland

Mac & Roe Elmer Kaan  3mins 12
Things get out of hand, in this three minute stop-
motion animated tennis match, when Mac and Roe
take the rules of tennis cinematography not too
seriously. Animation, Holland

Milah
Arne Toonen  18mins 12A
In 1952 Milah is forced to flee his hometown of Pilzen
to secure the secret recipe that has been in his family
for years. He escape will change his life forever.
Drama, Holland

Missiepoo 16
Anna van der Heide  10mins 15
Fourteen-year old Rosan records everyday occurrences
within her video diary, but what starts out as an
innocent pastime becomes a desperate plea for
attention. Drama, Holland

Mothers Finest Nadine Kuipers
25mins 15
A documentary in which director Nadine Kuipers takes
her drug addict mother to Lourdes after they have not
been in contact for years. Documentary, Holland

Number Six
Guido van der Werve  17mins U
Steinway grand piano, wake me up to go to sleep and
all the colours of the rainbow. Art, Holland

Rafas Rules Yani  15mins 12
Poor Rafas has a dull job, no wife and no money to
send back home to his complaining mother. But when
he visits an African medicine man, suddenly fortune is
on his side. Drama, Holland

Road Daniel Bruce  10mins 12A
When a young woman encounters a stranger one dark
night as she is driving home, she is forced to fight
desperately for her own life. Drama, Holland

Shells Jel Nassenstein  10mins 12
In an immeasurable architectural universe, a figure
made out of nuts and bolts, and with a shell for a
head, crawls around tapping other shells scattered
within the infinite space. Animation, Holland

Silent Snow
Jan van den Berg  14mins 12
Two Inuit girls are confronted by the aggressive
pollution that is not only changing their lives but
threatening also the entire planet. Documentary,
Holland

Sold Out Marie Jose van der Linden & Gerrit
van Dijk  8mins U
A tribute to the largely vanished breed of small
shopkeepers. Animation, Holland

Wing, The The Fish That Talked
Back Ricky Rijneke  13mins 12A
Little Wing is now sure. grandmother should be
returned to China. Drama, Holland

7:15

SPANISH NIGHT

Pontius (Poncio) 
Nicolas Serrano  20mins 15
A rainy afternoon, a trial in the shade, a crime at
Pontius house. Drama, Spain

The Gynaecologist
Alfonso Camarero  10mins 18
A gynaecologist is working in her office at the hospital
as everyday. But the next patient....is a Boy! Drama,
Spain

Tainted Green (Tinto Verde)
David Ergas  17mins 12A
Luciano lives with his fanatical vegetarian girlfriend
Angelica. One day he gets off work early and comes
home with the butcher friend Gonzalo to eat some
meat, but Angelica also comes home early and ends
up catching him. That’s when Luciano has a
breakdown and becomes obsessed with meat. Drama,
Spain

M-16
Daniel Rebner & Alfonso Diaz Salvgo  11mins 15
There was a time in which everything made sense....
Franc Planas. Drama, Spain

Skunks (Mofetas)
Ines Enciso  10mins 12
Night falls at Tanger’s port. Karim and Aziz wait in
silences. Or at least they try to .... Drama, Spain

Objects In The Mirror Are
Closer Than They Appear
Jose Angel Lazaro  15mins 12
Amidst the multiple layers of the city, two men are
waiting for something to happen. One of them doesn’t
know what to expect, the other one knows that what
he is expecting will not take place. One is invisible
while the other one appears on huge advertising
billboards. their gazes will meet each other on a
mirror that has lost its silver, and reflected on it, a
woman face will look different as it appeared walking
up the street. Drama, Spain

Made In Japan
Ciro Altabas  5mins U
“...My mother admitted that the man who I thought
was my father was not my father”. Drama, Spain

The Magic Glass (Las Mofas
Magicas) Daniel Rebner  14mins 15
Sometimes the life is nicer if you look at her through
a “mlasses”.... Drama, Spain

El Palacio De La Luna
Ione Hernandez  13mins 12A
A mother writes a letter to Paul Auster.... Drama,
Spain

Harraga Eva Patricia Fernandez &  
Mario de la Torre  20mins 12A
Harraga is an illegal immigrant who do it by land, by
air or by sea. With no visa, no passport. Out of the
law (...) Yes, that’s the key, outlaw... but what
happens when those harraga are kids? Documentary,
Spain

La Clase Beatriz M. Sanchis  20mins U
La Clase explores the magic of a first time experience.
the pupils of a fourth grade primary class take their
first drama lessons. We accompany the children
through the learning process from the first rehearsal
to the night of the final school play in front of an
audience of parents. Documentary, Spain

Paredes Jorge Galeron  18mins 12A
A young student spends the days before his exams
shut away in his bedroom. His world changes when a
beautiful woman moves to the house next door.
Drama, Spain

Paseo Arturo Ruiz Serrano  12mins 12A
Gabino has never declared his love to a woman.
Drama, Spain

Because Their Are Things You
Never Forget (Porque hay
Cosas Que Nunca Se Olvidan)
Lucas Figueroa  12mins 15
Naples (Italy), 1950. four friends are playing soccer
out on the street when their ball is accidentally kicked
into the evil old lady’s yard. They’ll never play with
their ball again ... and for that the revenge will be
deadly. Drama, Spain

Test Natalia Mateo & Marta Aledo  12mins 15
Over tenmins, we join four different women at a
turning point in their lives. That in which they discover
whether they are to become mothers. While for some
of them it’s something they’ve been yearning for and
for others a complete surprise, they all know it’s going
to change everything. Drama, Spain

Viaje A Bangkok
Dionisio Perez Galindo  7mins 15
Today is my birthday, I’m 12 years old. I am going to
Bangkok with my father to buy a shoes. My cousin
says that it’s very nice, it has big houses that almost
touch the clouds.... Drama, Spain

Homenage To The Organ
Grinder, Omar Chavez
Gaspar Lukacs  13mins U
This documentary shows some of the many customs
and traditions of Chilean culture through one of its
most popular characters, Omar Chavez. It refers to the
life, history, origin, journeys, clients, and various types
of street organ, its presentation and marketing, and
above all, its music and contribution to the streets of
Chile. Music Documentaries, Spain

$ Inn On The Green IOTG 1pm

Love Lives Away (Ai Qing Ji Ju)
Dong Wang  85mins 12
Ping and Yi study in Germany. They move together to
save money. ping gets tired with the relationship, but
she gets more attached in daily life. Yi works harder,
but he doesn’t know that Ping is secretly online-
dating... One day Ping comes back with another man,
hand in hand, to stand in front of Yi. Drama, Germany

Fatima Richard Wolf  90mins 12A
Fatima is a unique dramatic film shot in Baghdad
featuring an all-Iraqi cast. A beautiful young woman
returns to Baghdad from abroad after the fall of
Saddam Hussein to confront a harsh reality, and
shattered dreams. It is a film about love, choice and
fate. Drama, USA

The Market Ron Porter  25mins 12A
1 day in Portobello Market from dawn till dusk. Boy
meets girl. Counterpoint children drama doc. Drama,
Britain

Rotten Apples Jason Nwansi  15mins 15
Tale of a young boy (Jamal) who day’s away from his
sixteenth birthday and is being lead astray by older
negative influences in his neighborhood. The film finds
us following Jamal on what could be his final fateful
journey. Drama, London

Exit Strategy
Frederic Casella  7mins 12A
It’s a morning like any other and a husband and wife
lie asleep in apparent bliss. But this morning the
husband makes a phone call. While his wife gets ready
to go to work he organises a little surprise for her: her
funeral. Comedy, London

Happy? Sarmad Masud  33mins 12
Ali and his friends journey back to his original village,
which is now submerged beneath the Mangla Dam.
Torn between a new life and his old friends, Ali
contemplates his place in the world. Drama, Britain

On The Upside
Peter Bunzl  7mins 12
An elderly couples lives are turned upside down when
he gets stuck on the ceiling. Gravity may have given
up on him but she hasn’t. Comedy, London

Charlie Jason Attar  5mins 12A
Sean and Glo, late for the pick up, race from the
station in a post club haze. Shell and Tone seethe drop
off. As the mood simmers to boiling point, Sean
paranoia rises. A collision course is set for the love of
Charlie. Comedy, London

Women And Children
Karl Madderom  18mins 15
A story of Andy, a man in the prime of his life, who
spends most of his days either in pubs or going from
one woman to the next. What is Andy looking for?
And why are these woman risking their marriages?
Drama, Australia

The Woman Of Roger Gabcsque
Emmanuel Plasse Raud  46mins 15
A couple moves into an artist’s studio, in Montmantre,
where lived, a century ago, the painter Roger
Gabcsque and his wife. While the man meets the
neighbours, the woman feels ill at ease in this place.
Drama, France

On The Edge (Al Borde)
Diego Casado Rubio  30mins 18
Four women meet for dinner during a tormentous
summer night. they don’t know each other or so it
seems. They’re waiting for something, someone
arrives, they’re planning something. The party has
begun. Woman that dance to the rhythm of what
happen to them. A Spanish comedy about the
Argentinean woman. Drama, Spain

Flashmob
Ash & Naeem Mahmood  55mins 18
Max is dead. Who’s to blame? A dark tale of suicide,
revenge ... and bluetooth. Drama, London

Quantum Jonathon Crewe  27mins 12A
Quantum is the story of a man who disappears. An ex-
Quantum physicist is struggling to continue his
existence in society. The strains of his monotonous job
and his crumbling relationship with his wife drive him
back towards his secret past. With the help of the
mysterious professor, he is able to reconstruct the
machine that once before led to his downfall. Sc-Fi
Drama, London

Dr. Chong: Plastic Surgeon
David D. Williams  9mins 12A
Join us in this new plastic surgery adventure! Dr.Chong
(Brandon Shim) and Dr. Ramirez (Eric Olivencia) - two
Beverly Hills plastic surgeons introduce zany surgical
techniques which turn Sarah (Cyanne McClarian) into a
brand new being. Comedy, USA

Big Lizard Mark Wong  80mins 12
When the tropical island of Ely is attacked by a mutant
reptile, intrepid reporter Rocky Jones embarks on an
investigation that will take him all the way to the
president of the United States of East Anglia. He will
find terror, romance and... Comedy Horror, Britain

9
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MON 8 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6pm

Letter To Lloyd
Veronica Cordeiro  25mins U
Subject, objects, ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ fuse and blur in
Lloyd’s 30-year old Jamaican barbershop, located in
the heart of Peckham, SE London. Set in the barbers
originally inspired ‘Desmonds’ channel 4 sitcom in the
‘80s. Letter To Lloyd simultaneously addresses issues
of power of the cinematic gaze, the Afro-Caribbean
Diaspora in the UK, and the plasticity of the photo-
graphic image. Art Documentaries, London

Bushwick Homecoming
Stefanie Joshua  37mins 15
“Bushwick Homecoming” is a documentary film which
searches for the answers about a New York neigh-
borhood in the midst of change. Bushwick, Brooklyn,
once synonymous with poverty & violence, is seen as
an “up and coming” neighborhood. Documentary, USA

HIV a virus: Not a moral issue
Bob Edwards  35mins 15
In Sierra Leone HIV/Aids has not reached the epidemic
proportions of Southern African countries but the
figures are rising. Focuses on the work of Christian Aid
and its partners with their non-judgemental
programmes for preventing the spread of HIV. Some
of the scenes in the film are shocking. We listen to the
plight of sex workers having to endure being used
without protection. Documentary, Britain

Glorious Exit
Kevin Merz  75mins 12A
Jarreth Mertz is an actor with Swiss and Nigerian
origins, who lives in Los Angeles. As his Nigerian
father (who he never met) died, the African Family
calls him to care about his father’s funeral, since hs is
the first born. For Jarreth begins a travel discovering
his origins, his African family and who his father was.
Feature Length Documentaries, Switzerland

Guns In The Afternoon: The Life
And Times Of Kidco And Tribel
Howard Johnson  55mins 15
Through the eyes of his grieving mother, family and
friends, this film tells the story of Kieron Bernard;
rapper, gang leader and street hustler also known as
‘Kidco’, who died in a shootout at a Nandos Chicken
Restaurant in Shepherds Bush, London, in January
2002 after an argument over his haircut.
Documentary, Britain

This Is Our Country Too
Ishmahil Blagrove Jr  80mins 15
Most of us have very little knowledge about the plight
of Australia’s Aboriginal people. Take away Cathy
Freeman, the odd advertising campaign and the
occasional adventure programme, and to the
mainstream they do not exist. This Is Our Country Too
is a powerful expose of the hidden torment of a
people fighting for equality, justice and survival.
Feature Length Documentaries, London

$ Inn On The Green IOTG

FILM MAKERS AGAINST THE
WAR

See inset above

6pm  

TUE 9 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6pm
GERMAN NIGHT

Impact (Wucht)
Anna  Porzelt  20mins 15
Hannes loves katja. he wants children. katja loves
Hannes. She builds a home above the city’s housetops.
But Katja puts Hannes’ unconditional love to the touch
again and again..... Drama, Germany

Fading Away 
(Zwischen Licht Und Schutten)
Fabian Giessler  13mins 12
Fading Away  is a short film about Martha and
Herbert, an old married couple. Their life together is
portrayed in a series of brief episodic scenes, telling of
Martha’s gradual retreat into the obscure world of
dementia, where reality and imagination seem to
overlap and Herbert’s desperation at his wife’s
condition and his concerns about their future together.
Drama, Germany

ARTFREMD 109
Kristin Franke  6mins 18
An experimental short film with reference to the look
of avant-garde style. The film narrates an inner
conflict, the confrontation with oneself and the
propensity towards wholeness. What remains is a
traumatised reflection of the subconscious. Art,
Germany

Bless You Sabine Radicke  4mins 12
This movie tells a story about the everyday life of a
lonely lady who is preparing the dinner for her
kittens. Nothing special in this quiet, average
neighbour hood with one exception: There is an
unexpected stranger! Because he didn’t give notice of
his visit, he is getting into big trouble Drama,
Germany

Genies And Bottles
(Flaschengeister)
Martin Konig  23mins U
A bottle genie comes into the hands of two bottle
collecting unemployed. But instead of helping those
two, the genie is dependent on the assistance of the
two underdogs. he needs them to help him finding his
bottle, his job and safe home. Comedy, Germany

Poor Sable Tomcat (Armer
Sdwarzer later) 
Thomas M. Bauselwein  15mins U
The lazy airline - officer Benjamin has to find the
missing tomcat of a severe passenger and needs to
convince his boss not to be fired. Comedy, Germany

Good Signs - Bad Signs (Giate
Zeichen - Schlechte Zeichen)
Alice Grinda  6mins U
Two girls - roommates - meet in the living room, Klana
canceled her date with her “maybe boyfriend” Pete,
because he doesn’t like her favorite TV soap. And
Sandra tries to get her to leave the TV to meet Pete,
using her Tarot cards and with a little tricky idea she
gets her attention. Comedy, Germany

The Ferryman Joerg Bruhn  15mins
The countryside at night, a lonely road and a hearse.
This is the story of the old ferryman, who guides the
souls of the deceased from this life to the herafter.
And of Andrew, who is entangled in his memories and
his belief, that holds some kind of truth. Episode-film.
Drama, Germany

I Don’t Feel Like Dancing
Joachim Dollhope & Evi Goldbrunner  7mins 18
Somewhere in a war zone three young stationed
soldiers divert themselves from everyday war life. One
of them becomes aware of a native girl. The comrades
follow her.... Drama, Germany

The Encounter (Die begegung)
Susanna Schimk  7mins 12
The Encounter is a short film, like a poem about a
young couple. Two young people discover and lose
themselves in the November light in the big city. They
are haunted and the haunting, here and there,
present and gone. Drama, Germany

MUNICH 
INTERNATIONAL 
SHORT FILM FESTIVAL
SELECTION

The Golden Vampire Of Absam:
part II - The Secret Of Kottlite
Castle Lasse Nolte  46mins 15
What is really happening in Kottlitz castle? Who killed
Smokey Savallas? What kind of research is the
“Ahnenerbe der SS” involved in? Who stole Count
Dracula’s bones from the crypt in Wallachia? And
where’s the connection between a fanatic ss General,
underground laboratories full of German scientists,
and a huge pit of gold? Comedy Horror, Germany

Lonely Island
Stanislav Guentner  23mins 12A
A melancholy comedy about a crisis-ridden architect, a
smitten pair of hitchhikers, a lonely island, and the
battle of love. Comedy, Germany

One Long Summer
Steffi Niederzoll  29mins 12
One Long Summer tells the story of Vroni who, as the
summer slowly unfolds, experiences her first love in a
small Bavarian village. Drama, Germany

God’s Craftsmen
Siegmar Warnecke  37mins 15
God’s Craftsmen tells the story of the wandering
painters Bruno and Buffalmacco. In Upper Bavaria in
the year 1830, they are commissioned to paint the
fresco “Jesus Heals The Blind” - but the two are
mainly just enjoying life. However, the greedy prior,
who cares more for his dog Mariedl and his money
than anything else keeps hounding them. Comedy,
Germany

Music Only If It’s Loud
Marie Reich  15mins U
Else Klospsch has very recently moved into a
retirement home, bundled off by her son. She feels
shunted and for the first time thinks of dying. She
doesn’t want to meet the other ‘inmates’ but only
wants to be left in peace. What’s worse, she can’t even
indulge in her great passion: listening to music.
because even with her hearing aid, Else Klospsch is
pretty hard of hearing, and to appreciate her beloved
music in all its glory, it has to be played very loud.
Drama, Germany

Solo Burkhard Feige  29mins 15
The 19-year-old Tobi is doing alternative civilian
service in a nursing home. Ms.Lichtenberg, an old and
lonely woman needs constant attention, lives in the
home. Tobi is planning a big party for his 20th
birthday, but the night nurse doesn’t show up for
work. Since it is also coincidentally Ms. Lichtenberg’s
birthday too, Tobi decides to take her with him to the
party, unaware that she too has some plans of her
own... Drama, Germany

Liberation Day
Martin Blankemeyer  15mins 12A
Liberation Day is about three residents of a retirement
home. Former orchestra conductor Kirchhoff illegally
keeps a little dog, which is why he is being
emotionally terrorized by his neighbor Mr. Foerster.
Nobody seems to notice, until one day, Mr. Bender
intervenes.... Drama, Germany

# Paradise Bar 6–11pm

LONDON FILM MAKERS
CONVENTION 

Aunt Esther’s Story
Stephen Bourne & Andrew Warrington  15mins U
Using family photographs and archive footage,
Stephen Bourne tells the story of his aunt, Esther
Bruce, a working-class Black Londoner, born before
WW1, who is now included in the Oxford Dictionary Of
National Biography. This is a No Budget Production,
made in Stephen’s living-room! Documentary, London

Coming Together
Myrna Shoa & Antonios Barlos  5mins U
A short documentary about families and their secret
recipes. We follow Susanna a Portobello resident for
over 30 years, and 82 years old, make her famous
chocolate cake for her family. Documentary, London

This Is Our Country Too

TUE 9 SEP - 
IOTG

DON’T MISS

Inn On The Green

FILM MAKERS 
AGAINST THE 
WAR
6pm  

Deadly Playground
Katia Saleh  27mins
Since the end of the 2006 war with Israel, the
UN estimates that a million cluster bombs
remain unexploded around the villages and
mountains of southern lebanon.

Smash Edo 'On The Verge'
Excerpts from the feature film presented by
members of the Smash EDO campaign which
aims to shut their local arms manufacturer in
Brighton.

'Outlawed' - Witness
Andy Worthington from Reprieve and author
of 'The Guantanamo Files' presents a film
about Binyam Mohammed, local West London
resident, and last British Citizen held in
Guantanamo.

8:30

The Doctor and the 
Depleted Uranium
An Award winning documentary that exposes
the use and impact of radioactive weapons
during the war against Iraq.

Reclaim Love 2008
The 5th Street Party held in Picadilly Circus,
celebrating our most important resource,
Love.

Freedom of Speech Giulio
Vaccaro
Video on Brian Haw, Peace Campaigner.

The Shock Doctrine
Alfonso Cuaron  10mins
Based on the book by Naomi klein, and
produced by the director of 'Children of Men'

9:30

Battle for Haditha
Nick Broomfield
An investigation of the massacre of 24 men,
women and children in Haditha, Iraq allegedly
shot by 4 U.S. Marines in retaliation for the
death of a U.S. Marine killed by a roadside
bomb. The movie follows the story of the
Marines of Kilo Company, an Iraqi family, and
the insurgents who plant the roadside bomb.

MUNICH

GERMAN
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Under The Lights Of Tana
Joan Soler  20mins 12A
In Madagascar the women have to put up with
prevailing male chauvinism, some of them suffering
abuse and being abandoned by their husbands.
Without any economic resources of any kind, they
survive on the streets thanks to money received from
begging by them or their children or from prostitution.
Documentary, Spain

Roots Lara Leslie  5mins U
A film about a generation. In the 1950s, thousands of
Caribbean people arrived in London to start a new life
rebuilding the shattered infrasture of a war-torn
capital. Among them was the Parry family, who set up
Britain’s third oldest Afro-hair salon, in east London. It
rapidly became a social gathering place for the new
black community. Roots lets us inside the working life
of this much loved institution and its people.
Documentary, London

Menelikl Jason Young  6mins U
The story of the founder of Mr Solomonic Dynasty of
Ethiopian Kings based upon “the Kefra Nagastic”
translated by E.A.Wallis Budge. This film tells the story
of Menelikl and his mother, Queen of Sheba, using the
environment, singing, mural paintings and dancing.
Documentary, London

Bloodlines Jim Ewing  6mins 12A
Boxing Trainer father, bewildered by his transvestites
Boxer son, decides only the lads grandfather “Tank”
can straighten him out. But tank has had a stroke,
and can’t speak. Comedy, Australia

Ftom Sarah Claudon  9mins 18
Ftom is a video based on the testimony of a female to
male transsexual and a reflection on the social,
domestic and corporeal aspects of the gender and
sexual identity matters, aiming at banning the idea of
determinism. Art, France

Krane Und Bagger
Leonore Poth  5mins U
Crane and digger are in war. One day a digger falls in
love with a crane. Drama, Germany

Proceua - se  Amigo
Vitor  20mins U
Do we still make friends after thirty? Drama, Portgual

The Slope (Yokus)
Mehmet Can Mertoglu  14mins 12A
A sharp look at humankind’s marathon of a life from
the perspective of a suburban hospital’s janitor.
Drama, Turkey

Rolling On Paola Desiderio  7mins 12A
Rolling On is a film about skateboarding, hard work
and perseverance. Featuring a group of kids from
council estates and their idol Tony Hawk.
Documentary, London

Marionette Bahar Oner  2mins 15
A tale about that we have bounds (social) and not
free. No matter how we try to get rid of them, the
boundaries have always been. Art, Turkey

Blinded Robin Whenary  4mins 12A
A young man lies motionless in a country lane. He
relives events in his mind, and all becomes clear.
Drama, Britain

Motion Robin Whenary  5mins 12
A spinning top is spun and several everyday actions
become interconnected, through the power of editing.
Then it all starts to go wrong.... Drama, Britain

Seeing Robin Whenary  7mins 12
The sights and sounds of a summer afternoon in the
South Devon Countryside, seen through the eyes of a
twelve-year-old boy. Drama, Britain

Small Dark Places
Susie Watson  25mins 15
Rising star Tom Brooke, Zoe Tapper (’Stage Beauty’,
‘The Curse Of Steptoe’) and Caroline Blakiston
(’Return Of The Jedi’) star in this darkly surreal and
often funny tale of fear and love. Drama, London

The Mountain Is Always Calling
Rodert Staffl & Christfried Huebuer  13mins 12A
The undeath, Luis Trenker is dammed to an existence
in loneliness and idyll. To break the curse he has to
win the love of a woman from the city. When Leni
arrives, Luis sees his chance for freedom. Drama,
Germany

One Day James Barriscale  15mins 15
Owen breaks free from his mundane, suburban, claus-
trophobic office and escapes to Blackpool with the girl
from the video shop.

Alyss As Spiegel
Diego Breit  9mins 12
A lept restaurant in the middle of nowhere, Alyssa
discovers two men in a mirror, one of them tries to use
her to send a message to the world. Drama, Austria

The Condition
Toby Meakins  6mins 12A
Terminally ill Tom Cahn Glimpses a phantom face in
his lung x-ray and spends his final days searching an
entire city for its owner. Drama, London

Long Walk Home
Chris Nunn  7mins 12A
A professional couple begin a journey that unknown to
either of them, will change both their lives forever.
Drama, London

Se One David Chidlow  5mins 12A
On a dark night in central London, two strangers’
paths cross. Through a simple misunderstanding, their
emotions spiral out of control revealing mutual anger,
fear and, most of all, simple frustration. Before they
know it, they’re facing potentially disastrous, but
ultimately, eye-opening, consequences together.
Drama, London

Pondering Of A Lonely
Wonderer
Alberto Bona & Marco Sanges  2mins 15
A lonely wonderer meets the muse of his dreams. But
does he really find her or is it only an illusion? Silent
film. Drama, London

Ferndale, Western Canyon Los
Angeles Richard O’ Sullivan  13mins U
Ferndale, Western Canyon Los Angeles, is a portrait of
an area of Griffith Park in LA. The work explores the
contrast of ‘real’ and ‘fake’ places, and ‘real’ and
‘fake’ images. My thinking has been influenced by
Baudrillard’s concept of simulation. Ferndale is a
constructed, watery oasis set amongst the brittle
aridity of Griffith Park, but is it any more of a
simulation than the supposed wilderness of Griffith, or
the city itself? Art, Britain

Enlightenment
John Scanlon & Jen Barrett  5mins U
Tradition and devotion fuse with the restlessness and
banality of ordinary life. Filmed on the Ghats of the
Ganga, this is a meditation on life in flux, the play of
light and dark reveal patterns of being and energy,
moments of mystery and enlightenment....
Art, London

Disforme Arthur Tuoto  3mins U
A shadow questions itself about it shape. Art, Brazil

Tainah Arthur Tuoto  1min U
Inside me, a name. Art, Brazil

Life Is Coming
Arthur Tuoto  1min U
Urban reflection about a day in the city of San Paulo,
Brazil. Art, Brazil

Loss Of Control
John Canciani & Simon Bretscher  1min 12
The fear of losing control. Art, Switzerland

Rolla Saor Cathc Watters  25mins 12A
A chance photograph Marc takes of Ruth may cause
concern for the pharmacist. Drama, Ireland

As Chic As It Gets
Lisa Nash  3mins U
Art short. Art, London

What Dreams Are Made Of
Lisa Nash  3mins U
Art short. Art, London

Orange Girl C.Edward Stewart  6mins U
A woman braves the elements and faces adversity to
enjoy an orange. Art, Canada

Window Muzeum  4mins U
People attempt to visit their homes in buildings that
were long ago demolished. they walk with antique
ladders across concrete field of poppies. The song is
purely magic. Music Videos, USA

Why Is Your Car Out
Nick Marcq  5mins 15
An urban tale of teenage pregnancy in the ‘endz”.
This is a story about the journey of a young lady who
is to become a mother. The music details her thoughts
and what she is going through. The first music video
from “Hit and Run” an album by UK artist RAM. Music
Videos, London

The Last Time We Were
Together H.L Murphy  9mins 12
Pete and Ella can no longer be together... one is
dealing with it alot better. This is the last time they are
together. Drama, Ireland

$ Inn On The Green IOTG 6pm

Colombia, no way back
(Colombia sin retorno) 
Nike Hatzidimou 25mins 12A
This is the compelling story of the lawyer and human
rights defender of unions of the banana plantation
workers in Colombia. After he suffered an attempt on
his life he had to flee and seek exile in London. This
documentary will give the audience an insight of what
it means to be forced to abandon their house and
family from one day to another and to live a life in
Exile. Documentary, London

Anit Negra Daniel Santo  37mins 15
In 1976, Argentina’s military Junta seizes power and
imposes martial law, resulting in the disappearances of
more than 30,000 people and the abduction of 500
babies. Anit Negra symbolizes the incoherence of past
and present governments who praise human rights
and, on the other hand, allow children to die of
hunger. Documentary, Canada

Your Memory Of An Art Piece
Frederique Decombe  60mins 12
Participants give in turn, a verbal account of a chosen
art piece that they have experienced. This work is
about how we engage with art and how we
communicate this experience. It questions how art
exists within the beholder’s memory as a continuum of
the artwork; a sort of incarnation. Art Documentaries,
London

Malton LIvestock Market 08
Nick Fletcher  9mins U
A documentary featuring - Maltons Historical Livestock
Market in North Yorkshire. Documentary, Britain

Attack! Raymond Myndiuk  1 min 12A
The visible remains of an attack. Art, London

Love You London
Mary Jane De Belen  13mins 15
Do you remember your first kiss? Your first love? Who
first broke your heart? How many people have you
slept with?  Moving and affectionate;  eight
Londoners share their insights on life, love, friendship
and heartbreak in this extraordinary city.
Documentary, London

A Girl With a Calculator
Donald Takeshita-Guy  5mins U
Homage to The Cabinet of Dr Caligari from the
director of Go Go Spankettes. Drama, London

Project AGAU
Donald Takeshita-Guy  5mins 12A
Bikini clad babes battle evil genius Dr Drongo.
Comedy, London

Lee Harris: The Psychedelic
Soulja Hichoim Nensassi  30mins
A short documentary capturing the life and times of
Lee Harris. This Counter Culture legend has been
responsible for “Homegrown Magazine” “Brainstorm
Comix”. Alchemy (London’s first headshop) has
brought Howard marks, Allen Ginsberg, Michael
Horwitz and many others to speak. Documentary,
London

The Neo-Psychology of the
Notting Hill Area
Hugh Nott  15mins 12A
This is a ‘rockumentary’ featuring a local character.
Steve “the oracle” Buckley, gives us his outspoken
views on the Notting Hill Gate & Portobello area. He
illustrates his narrative with live guitar tracks. He talks
on history, and Bands, The Who, Clash etc. Music
Documentaries, London

Mickey Vanesa Orel
Mickey finds George Bush’s poltical rule of opression
highly suffocating and unbearable. In the fear of
possible persecution finds a refuge in Croatia.Although
not a human himself, he embodies all that is of most
delicate, creative,intelligent,visionary and poetic about
humans,trying to reach for a spiritual source of all life
manifestation and against prevailing nationalistic
prejudices. Travelling back in Time to Peru,and from
there to a vast Universe. Director:KSENIJA OREL.
Starring:VESNA OREL,Editor:JOHN WHEELER. Drama,
London

A Man With A Camera
John Wheeler  29mins 12
Man with a camera charts the voyage of an unnamed
man with a secret, as he scours the land with a
mysterious camera. Drama, London

Glastonbury 2008
VESNA OREL  45mins
Visual fragments of this year's festival from the
privileged position of residing inside highly spiritualy
orienteted TIPI Field,situated on a tranquil hill with the
most majestic views over the entire Glastonbury
Festival. Director:VESNA OREL, Editor:MICHAEL BAHAR.
Music Documentaries, London

Looking For America
Chris Waite  40mins 15
After we had established a tribal homeland in the
Welsh hills in the late 1970’s known as Tipi Valley, a
route 66 vision quest was a voyage of discovery both
personal and cultural. Art Documentaries, Britain

Genies And Bottles – 9th Sept

Tainah
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Charlie Phillips – How Great Thou Art
6 September launch at Tabernacle 
Viewing 7–14 September: Inn On The Green

Charlie Phillips has been photographing Caribbean life in Portobello Road since the
early 60s. He grew up in the area and remembers Moseley’s thugs terrorising the immigrant
community.

As a preview for a forthcoming touring exhibition he displays photographs of Caribbean
funerals in Kensal Green necropolis over the past 40 years.

The images reveal the evolution of a community that has contributed substantially to the
culture of Portobello Road since the arrival of the Empire Windrush.

Charlie’s pictures have been displayed at Tate Britain, The Museum Of London and in the
popular book Notting Hill In The 60s.

Zeus – For the past 20 years, London
artist Zeus has been drawing inspiration from
urban culture to create dynamic, experi-
mental compositions that have re-defined
graffiti art.

Zeus has continually pushed the boundaries of graffiti artistry, taking the form out of its
traditional setting and into new, exciting and more legitimate places.

Zeus has always striven to rid street art of its tarnished image – acquired through an historic
association with crime and vandalism. He was even invited to teach Prince Charles how to spray
paint as part of a Prince’s Trust initiative.

Zeus has maintained momentum as an artist through his desire to recreate the essence of street
art in original guises. At the present time he is channelling his talents into the creation of useable
sculptures, from his renowned ‘Fishtank’ to 3D graffiti furniture. See www.zeus-art.com 

Dotmaster has been spitting works, pranks and events out at the public
under several names such as C6, the Media Whores, and more recently as The
Dotmasters. The obsession with stencils started in 1997 with the "State of the
nation" a street gallery in downtown Minneapolis. In recent times as The
Dotmasters, half toned masterpieces are stencilled on the fronts of galleries
worldwide, poking fun at the sensibilities of the art world and the notions of
vandalism. His work is always produced with an irreverent disregard for medium
and wish for mischievous confrontation. There is no right place for art, it often
more valid in your street than it is in a white cube. There is NO subculture ONLY
subversion. For more info check: www.c6.org

Inkie – After getting busted in 1988 in the UK’s largest ever graffiti
shutdown – codename Operation Anderson – Inkie went on to come second in
the World Street Art Championships of 1989. He’s continued for the past two
decades to push the art in his own inimitable style and ways. Alongside Banksy
he organized the largest ever UK graffiti event, a 1.4 km painting around the
Bristol docks entitled ‘Walls On Fire’.

Inkie is currently working with Jade Jagger. See www.inkie.co.uk

Art at Portobello Film Festival 2008

Cult actress Jenny Runacre was
commissioned by Andy Warhol to do a feature
on the Sex Pistols for his Interview magazine. It
was their last ever gig in UK, in Huddersfield on
Christmas Day 1978. Here she displays photos of
that historic night for the first time ever.

Urban Art Masterclass
28 August to 14 September
Westbourne Studios

Andrew Logan, Jenny Runacre and Duggie Fields
2 September – 14 September
The Muse Gallery Portobello Road

Andrew, Jenny and Duggie are long time
friends, and have been involved in
Alternative Miss World since the beginning.
Jenny’s Sex Pistol article never appeared
due to the Pistols disrespecting Warhol
(repeatedly rhyming his name with a
swearword).

Duggie Fields is one of the foremost Post
Modernist painters in UK. He displays his latest
digital prints here. 

Complimenting this year’s Alternative Miss
World night on 30 August, renowned artist
Andrew Logan – whose work
features in collections from Her Majesty The
Queen to Brian Eno - shows photos from 35
years of Alternative Miss World.

Solo One has been one of the most prolific graffiti writers in
recent times. His work is a comic book style reflection on society
today and incorporates contempory issues on a ever changing basis.
Solo One continues to make art for the street and has exhibited in
Azerbajan, Cape Town, New York and Tokyo.  He continues to keep a
low profile in the mainstream street art scene and creates collectable
one off pieces from his small studio in South London. For more info
check: www.amilasart.com, www.myspace.com/soloone_vopstar,
www.vopstars.com and www.ukhh.com for interview
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WED 10 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
ANIMATION NIGHT

One Night Seeta Muller  1min U
One night outside, one minute tale of space, light and
nothing more. Animation, London

Stol Gill Bradley  6mins U
Whilst the woodsman is away from the woodpile his
oak stool runs off into the wood on an adventure of
discovery. Animation, London

Visages Lyle Pisio  15mins 15
Ely discovers that his perception of reality depends on
the face he chooses to wear. Animation, Canada

Dwellers Of The 304
(Moradores do 304)
Leonardo cata Preta  15mins 15
A lonely writer is tormented by strange creatures in
his apartment. Free adaptation of a poem by Carlos
Drummond de Anrade. “Rlegia 1938”. Animation,
Brazil

Worm Hotel
Chris Hayward & Nat Saunders  17mins12AStep inside
the animated world of Worm Hotel and meet the
guests, in this oddball comedy. Animation, London

Superman And Monsters
Chris Daykin  4mins 12A
The type of film normally for children, made with
innocence. I think it might be our responsibility to
break away the restraints and respect human
sensitivity. Animation, Sri-Lanka

Kiri Uma And The Flying Man
Chris Daykin  5mins 18
Kiri Uma And The Flying Man is a modern fable.
Experimenting with mixed media and narrative
sympathetic to innocence, feeling and human
experience. Animation, Sri-Lanka

Equinox Chris Daykin  5mins 15
For every action there is a reaction:- within human
reason, subterfuge and confusion. Equinox is a
comedy which explores imagery and narrative. It is
possible that we all have responsibility to create, or
offer to progress, in terms of sympathy, ideas and
understanding. Animation, Sri-Lanka

Syscape # Prelude
Eric Schockmel  10mins 12
A 3D motion graphic short film exploring notions of
spatial animation, cartography, and immersive
cinematics. issues addressed are contemporary
urbanism, the dynamics of topography and the scale
and impact of human interaction in general. the
projects attempts to achieve a contemplative point of
view through a synthetic pictorial space. Animation,
London

Sun In The Night Time
Anne Wilkins  3mins 12
A mother mourns her lost son, oblivious to her lonely
daughter, who seeks her own solace in an imaginary
friend. But in the twilight that surrounds the house,
dreams merge with reality to reunite the family.
Animation, Britain

Hop Frog Marko Kacanski  10mins 12
Based on the novel by Edger Allen Poe. Story about
love, hate and revenge. Animation, Serbia

Squeak The Mouse
Mauricio Mazza  5mins 12A
A violent pursuit between cat and mouse. Inspired at
the original Italian comics from Massimo Mattioli.
Animation, Brazil

Hanged Man’s Elegy
Alex Wasilewski  5mins 15
Second part of the 19th century. The poet struggles to
live through his fiancee’s unexpected death. he finds
refuge in writing. Animation, Poland

A Letter To Colleen
Andy & Carolyn London  9mins 18
Andy London has been haunted by the events of his
18th Birthday for years. In this animated short set in
the early 90’s, he writes a letter to Colleen in an
attempt to put his demons to rest.  Animation, USA

An Unquiet Mind
Chihwen Lo  6mins 12
Shuei - in a manic (or depressed?) state - witnesses his
body in a coffin - Samsara - the life cycle of death and
rebirth. Inspired by his struggle with bipolar Disorder
and Kay Redfield Jamison’s book, “A Unquiet Mind”,
the film is Shuei’s mercurial journey of mood swings
and deep restlessness. Animation, USA

Dialogos Ulo Pikkov  5mins 15
“Dialogos” is an experimental animation film, where
all the visual material has been drawn directly on the
film print. Animation, Estonia

Junk Food Micro Chimp  9mins 15
Two shady characters discuss cannibalism and Junk
Food like they are experts, but they have a lot to
learn. Animation, London

Last Man Standing
Graeme Webb  6mins 12A
A stop motion Ninja spaghetti western. Animation,
London

1977 Peque Varela  8mins 12A
A small Town, a growing knot and a girl searching for
her identity. Animation, London

Release Kimberley Ng  1min U
A picture of a girl is changed and manipulated by
different hands. She refuses to be changed and tries to
relieve herself from the hand’s suggestive intentions.
Animation, Britain

Another Year Gone
Harriet Macdonald  2mins U
A dark world where the inhabitants each has a caged
bird. but an unexpected meeting makes some realised
they are as trapped as their birds. Animation,
Australia

One Winter In Paris
Stella Macdonald  1min U
A black and white quirky tale of a Parisian performing
monkey spotting a bored child and trying to make it
smile. Animation, Australia

Houdini Harriet Macdonald  6mins 12
Animation inspired by the last performance of
Houdini, made with hand drawn cutouts against photo
backdrops with atmospheric lighting. It looks at the
audiences desire to be amazed at all cost. Animation,
Australia

No Bird Song
Harriet Macdonald  3mins 12
Animation inspired by one of Keat’s last poems La
Belle Dame Sons Merci. A more modern couple in the
dream-like land of Alget’s turn of the century images
of Paris. But this Paris might not be the city of love....
Animation, Australia

E4 Refresh E4 Zombies Refresh
Noah Harris/Zombies Olly Reid  5mins 12A
The E4 refresh was the E4 channel rebrand. It is an
eclectic mix of CGI, stop frame animation & a touch of
live action. A lively visual feast. Zombies for E4 music
are sexy decomposing zombie chicks, designed,
modeled, animated, rendered & composed entirely by
Oly Reid. Animation, Britain

A Break In The Monotony
Daimen Slevin  4mins 15
In a post zombie holocaust world, a man laments his
empty lifestyle and questions the futility of working in
a corporate wasteland. But all is not what it seems.
Animation, Australia

Drops Anabela Costa  3mins U
Drops from the science lab to the artist studio.
Animation, Portugual

The Dance Of The Toxic Frog
spawn James Baker  3mins 12A
A radioactive object sets off a novel unreeling of
events amongst some pond life. Animation, London

Enochian Soup
James Baker  1min U
Referencing the exploits of the occultist John Dee. This
abstract short creates a portrayal of channeled
information. Scrolling imagery moving at different
speeds acts as a kind of visual metre around which
other images are woven. This layering effect creates a
kind of visual symphony and an optical illusionary
effect. The result is a contemporary, plastic, phantas-
magoria. Animation, London

A Pictographic Limerick
James Baker  1min 12A
A gridded image reconstructs itself to the metre of a
wordless limerick. Images rhyme with each other, in
accordance with the verse form of a traditional
limerick, and give way to a series of evolving visual
puns. Animation, London

Vitruvian Jelly Man
James Baker  1min 12A
Jelly Babies confront in this animated short. Light
heartiness is given a surreal edge and frivolity is
mixed with one of the most famous images in art
history. Animation, London

Like Me, Only Better
Martin Pickles  6mins 12
A laconic comedy about neuroses, Catholicism and
prozac. Animation, London

Outside Agitator
Morgan Miller  5mins 12A
The film chronicles one day in the life of a
‘Professional’ Anarchist as he struggles to get his
message across to the public. Animation, USA

Access Of Evil
Clyde Forrester  4mins 12
Here is a satirical look back at the presidency of
George W. Bush. From 2000 to 2008, he impacted the
entire world with his intelligence, his Wild West
democracy, and by simply being himself. Animation,
USA

Snowtime Dana Dorian  2mins 15
Colin takes his dog Cumberland for a walk in a snow
storm. Animation, Britain

Little Dinosaurs
Dana Dorian  2mins 12
A 5 year old boy and his father discuss how a group of
small dinosaurs can stop a big dinosaur from picking
on them. Animation, Britain

Rose Dollz - Hi-Fi
Rodriao Santos & Rolnei Bueno  3mins 12A
Kao tries everything to disturb Rose while she’s
reading a book. Animation, Brazil

Feasibility Study: Indulging
Anxiety Ryan Fedyk  5mins 12A
An illustration of a man’s emotional struggle the day
after being terminated from his job. Animation, USA

Edward Katrin Nicklas  9mins U
Edward worked at the circus where he played
accordion for the little dancer’s “Princess Kolibry”
performances. Now he is the last one of the Circus
people left but he keeps on playing the accordion
every night. And sometimes he can even see the
princess dance to his music like she did in the past.
Animation, Germany

Feast Adel Kerply & Jihyun Ahn  3mins 12A
Fat man eats up everything around him. When he
finally stops; it’s too late. Animation, USA

Depletion (Raubbau)
Christian Schleisiek  5mins 12
Depletion (Raubbau) is a funny but profound
metaphor for the naive egoism in everyone, which
enriches and wrecks us at the same time. two
neighbours suspect each other of stealing without
noticing neither the person who profits from them, nor
the damage they might do to others. Animation,
Germany

Saving Planet Earth
Jonathan Powell  3mins U
A comedy about the dangers of leaving the solutions
to climate change in the hands of politicians.
Animation, Britain

The Rebirth Of Rostam
Saied Ghaliari  50mins 12
A story of love, betrayal & war. An epic masterpiece. A
war between a father & son who have never met.
Animation, London

Eurotrash Brewery
Arno Coenen  11mins 15
A commercial presentation for “Eurotrash Brewery”.
Animation, Holland

Video Dub Plate 1
1ntr  20mins U        
Video made with max/msp/sutter, found imagery
from the internet, processed live at a gig in Shortditch
2007. Animation, London

portobellofilmfestival.com

ANIMATION
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# Paradise Bar 6–11pm
LONDON FILM MAKERS
CONVENTION

Sark - The Worlds Newest
Democracy Hannah Bayman & Paul Kutasi
4mins U
The tiny island of Sark in the English Channel, just
became the world’s newest democracy. The island was
the last remaining feudal system in the west. But
under pressure from the UK., the island scrapped its
old ways in favour of modern democracy.
Documentary, London

An Inventory Of Bec’s World
Laura Elizabeth Fletcher  6mins U
An experimental portrait of the artist Rebecca
McGowan-Griffin. Bec’s world is full of fascination,
organic forms living or dead, objects abandoned by
man and reclaimed by nature. There is beauty to be
found everywhere even in the smallest of places. Can
you see? Art Documentaries, Britain

Tania Can’t Sleep
Marlon Rouse Tavares & Tania Pedre  2mins 12
Insomnia can be poetic. tania can’t sleep proves it.
Lyrical, moving, multi-layered, this film tells us exactly
what not being able to sleep is like. Extremely
personal and heartrenderingly honest, as Tania talks
about the agony she suffers at night. Documentary,
London

Lullaby (Vuggevise)
Martin B. Gulnov  5mins U
This video explores the give-and-take relationship
between humans and their materialistic belongings.
We need to remind our self not to lose contact with the
things we own so we continue to appreciate them. This
relationship is fragile and will eventually need to be
restored if not treated right. Music Videos, Britain

I’m A Busker
Myrna Shoa & Antonios Barlos  4mins U
H-One, West London singer songwriter and licensed
busker on the underground brings love, through his
heart music along the tunnels and corridors beneath
the city. Filmed around famous West London
landmarks, Trellick Tower, Meanwhile Gardens, The
Westway and Westbourne Park Station. Music Videos,
London

The Scrupolous Torment Of The
Polite Man Alberto Bona  4mins 12
A polite man ponders over the meaning of words
....and the meaning of life. Drama, London

The Truant’s Tale
Andy Kimpton-Nye  6mins 12
A young man looks back on the first time he played
truant from school and the resulting loss of childhood
innocence. A silent movie shot on super 8. Drama,
London

Tomboy David Whitehead  14mins 12A
A coming-of-age story about a teenage girl who does
not fit in at art school. Drama, Britain

The Slumber Party
Shane Hall  8mins 12
For 10 years old Jasmine and her friends’ fear
becomes their greatest fear, or does it? Drama,
London

Ghost Painting
Michael O’ Connor  9mins 12
A woman moves into a flat and discovers a mysterious
painting. As scenes from the painting come to life, she
realises there’s no escape. Inspired by “The Hay
`Wain” by Hieronymus Bosh. Horror, Germany

The River On Randolph Street
Zahik Rizvi  17mins 12A
Jude and Rebecca’s weekend trip to Vegas leads down
a dark road of desperation, where a chance encounter
with a stranger leads to one last game.... A game
where the stakes are eternal. Drama, USA

Bergen-Mardel Plata
Nadine Poulain  13mins U
Loosely based on the story of U977, the German
Submarine that refused to surrender at the end of the
second world war and instead embarked on a three
and half months journey to Argentina. Consisting
solely of self-created footage and sound the film aims
to capture the spirit of this somewhat mysterious story.
Art, Germany

Freshwater Nigel Taylor  15mins 12A
It’s never easy coming home, but when you’ve got a
past to confront it’s all the more challenging. Drama,
London

Mocking Bird
Scott Eathorne  11mins 15
A woman grieving the loss of a loved one meets a
teenage boy from the internet. Drama, Australia

Night Gas Station (Nachttanke)
Christian Schleisiek  7mins 15
“Night Gas Station (Nachttanke)” plays with time and
brakes with conventional vision. Everything starts as it
ends; but why did it start? Everything is as it seems to
be, and yet different to how you think. One thing is
for sure: the clock is ticking....  backwards. Drama,
Germany

Alicsa Wonderland
Martin Gauvrean  20mins 15
The modern adventures of Alicsa in Poland....
Drama, Spain

Men Of Courage
Marco Williamson  8mins 12A
Two young boys play at war. As pressure infiltrate the
adult world, the boy’s fantasies of violence are set on
a collision course with the inescapable realities of life.
Told through both live action and animation, men of
courage recreates the heady innocence of youth.
Drama, Britain

Survey No 257 Zeb Lamb  10mins 12A
Two strangers find themselves locked in a windowless
room at the request of an anonymous survey
company. An unnerving coincidence leads them to
believe they are in imminent danger. Drama, London

Severed Ties
Martin B. Gulnov  2mins 15
A father can not let go of his daughter after her
sudden and untimely death. His reoccuring nightmare
of “not being there” to save his daughter is
prolonging her pain after death. Ties must be severed
to end her pain. Drama, Britain

Writers Block
Martin B. Gulnov  1min 15
A writer has shut himself away in his caravan to finish
his latest novel. What he cannot “shut away” is his
writers block and the fact that his friends keep “inter-
rupting” him. But are these two factors one and the
same thing? Here is a glimpse into the writer’s world.
Comedy, Britain

Nobhead Dan Gibling  9mins 15
A short mock documentary about a Guy dealing with
an unusual condition! Comedy. London

Souvenir Deborah Tiso  11mins U
Saskia Reeves & Scott Smith star in this homage to
Jaques Tati’s Monsieur Juilot’s Holiday. Dance, London

No Place Liz Helman  3mins U
Urban dreamscape. Art, London

I Know Kung Fu
Matine Chabrier  5mins 12A
“It’s the story about a little loss of innocence.You know
those moments when you hear adult words for the
first time as a kid and you feel sick, because you don’t
really understand them but you understand their
power.” - Ventriloquist. Art, London

Feast Adel Kerply & Jihyun Ahn  3mins 12A
Fat man eats up everything around him. When he
finally stops; it’s too late. Animation, USA

The Secret Wish
Abner & Kamma Pastoll  4mins 12
Sexy music drama about a woman who gets a tattoo
with her lover. On the way home to her husband after
making love with someone else, Ceri’s guilt grows,
literally... Drama, London

Loyal Blood
Christopher Cargill  18mins 15
Two brothers, separated by parental custody have
their relationship put to the test when they are caught
up in the conflict on rival estates they live on. Drama,
London

The Helsinki Affair
Ian Hothersall  9mins 15
While trying to profit from a case of mistaken identity,
a down-at-heel loser finds he is now obliged to carry
out an assassination on behalf of the British secret
Service. Comedy, London

Art 4 Nothing Flavio Sciole  1min U
Art is nothing. Art, Italy

Finding Nuno Koel Purie  57mins 15
Finding Nuno is a documentary of the journey of 2
actresses, guided by minimal clues through hospitals
and trance parties of Portugal, seeking a man name
Nuno that one of the girls’ believes to be her soul
mate, though they’ve spent but fractured moments
together. Documentary, India

A Fete Worse Than Death
A Fete Worse Than Death Returning from the pits of Punkvert's Labiatory
for a one off special soirée at this year's Portobello Film Festival, the
original "twistado-punkass-kabbaret for discerning dissenters, terraists,
crotch watchers and inbetweeny Manson Family wannabees" *  -
Subterfuge, makes a rare appearance in the nation's Capital.

6pm

To celebrate the holy way of the Jester, Ex Gratia Recordings have a hat-
trick release on the aforementioned evening of debauchery.  A new single
from both cabaret punk-funkers - Rude Mechanicals and flagship freaks –
Anarchistwood. Ex Gratia turns this into a seedy threesome with the long
awaited debut album from performance soloist - Handsum Pete. 

At 6.30pm, a premier cut of Punkvert's new creative AV
documentary - #402, will be screened. Filmed in collaboration with
artists from the Treatment Rooms and Nick Reynolds (Alabama3), the piece
follows the events of said individuals as they travelled to Huntsville, Texas
for the State execution of Baroness von Reichardt's (Treatment Rooms)
friend – John Joe 'Ash' Amador, in summer of 2007. 

The last minute addition of Nick to the travel party transformed the
outcome of this grizzly display of sanctioned homicide. By Nick's casting of
a death mask of Ash, his family, friends and the audience can find some
positive light in the darkness of capital punishment VJing for the evening
comes from the most (UN) paranoid Kodek (VJ) and Punkvert, whilst
PRNWhore and the bastard son of dada and all things decedent, Mr. Johnny
Southside spin the vinyl.

WED 10 SEP - INN ON THE GREEN

DON’T MISS

Bane – 12th Sept

Saving Mom and Dad – 11th Sept

LONDON
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THU 11 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
THROUGH THE EYES 
OF CHILDREN

Above Average
Adrienne Harris  37mins U
A story about best friends, family, relationships, cute
older boys, crushes and choices. A community film
mentor project with middle and high school youth.
Drama, USA

Welcome To England
Middle Row School  4mins U
A film made by 10 & 11 year old from Middle Row
School. The film centres on an intergenerational
project with older Afro Caribbean from the London
Pepper Pot. Documentary, London

Plan B
Murdo Barker-Mill & Horace Page  13mins12Two boys,
who are arch enemies, have an ongoing conflict over
territory, with amusing results. A film made by two
twelve year olds. Comedy, London

Natilda Eliza Schroeder
11mins U
Natilda tells a about an 11-year old girl who doesn’t
want to speak anymore after her father left the
family. Natilda’s mother and friends try to cheer her
up, without success. The day her old friend, Alberto
appears, Natilda’s life changes. He brings light and
hope into her life again. Drama, London,

6 & Out Sarmad Masud  17mins U
A comedy drama set one day in summer. a group of
friends meet up daily to play cricket with a difference
on the driveway. a day out and about playing with
your mates used to be a day well spent.... Summer
Holidays rule! Comedy, Britain

Jonah’s Quids
Adam Watkins  13mins U
Jonah is 13 years old, £50 rich and ready to impress.
Drama, London

7:35

YCTV FILM SELECTION:

A Day In The life Of A Pick-Up
Artist Oliver Hinkson  9mins 12AThis comedy
follows the meticulous  preparations of three guys as
they get ready to spend the night spitting game and
getting girls numbers. watch and learn as these
experts raise picking up girls to an art form. Women
are their game but numbers are their aim. Drama,
London

Fuslim Mohammed Essad  4mins U
At the age of 13 Daniel made a life-changing decision
that will affect him forever. Challenging our
assumptions, this intimate film follows Daniel’s
journey. Documentary, London

Karma Myron Taylor  5mins 12
This compelling and dramatic film comes with a strong
message: do the right thing. As two lives come
together momentarily, we learn how decisions made in
a split-second can affect you for the rest of your life -
however long that life might be. Drama, London

Know Your Endz
Adenan Nasri  4mins 12A
“You come into my endz, you respect it”. A gritty short
film revealing the growing phenomenon of post code
wars. Documentary, London

No Fixed Abode
Jake Reynolds  6mins 12
This short film gives voice to the rarely-heard opinions
of the man on the street - the homeless man on the
street. Documentary, London

The Gambler Ade Edu  3mins 12
“It started off small and it’s because I was big”, so
says Tom, the subject of this cautionary tale. We all
know the dangers of drug and alcohol addiction, but
this reveals the secret world of another addiction that
has a stranglehold on teenagers.  Drama, London

The Nicest Lil Thing
Tom Owen  8mins 12
Forget the fancy kitchens and a certain Naked Chief.
This is a cooking show that connects with true urban
life. An inspirational film that will make you want to
grab a pan and start cooking! Comedy, London

Jamaican Muslima
Myrna Kennedy  7mins 12
“It’s always about Moslem men, it’s about time
Moslem women had their say”, so says the maker of
this autobiographical film that sets out to challenge
our ideas of what life is like for a young Moslem
woman growing up in inner city London. Documentary,
London

Too Late Karinah Turner  3mins 12A
Violence isn’t always a deliberate act. This short film
explores the consequences of one small thoughtless
action that rapidly spins out of control. Using a series
of flashbacks, this drama shows how nothing can
become something and before you know it, it’s too
late. Drama, London

8:25

London’s New Equilibrium
Michael kalopedis  5mins U
Exploring multiculturalism through the eyes of
children. Documentary, London

Centenary Michael Onder  10mins U
At the beginning of the 20th Century a mischievous
boy gets hold of a magical stopwatch that catapults
him into a time defying adventure. This short film was
part of the centenary celebrations of the Tooting Bec
Lido. Drama, London

Broken Vicki Psarias  15mins U
It’s 1968 & 14 year old Chrystalla arrives in London to
meet her father after 4 years apart, only to find he’s
not the man he seems to be... Drama, London

9:00

Now You See me, Now You
Don’t Attilas Szasz  30mins 12A
What would you do if your child became invisible?
Drama, Hungary

Saving Mom And Dad
Kartik Singh  15mins 12
At 8 year old Ravi Malhotra’s school, learns that non-
belivers in Christ will go to Hell. Knowing his parents
are not Christian, his challenge is Saving Mom And
Dad. Shown in 53 film festivals in 17 countries with 7
awards. Drama, France

ELA Silvana Aguirre  13mins 12
We meet 8-year old ELA at a very particular moment:
the moment she experiences loss for the first time.
Drama, London

Tomb Raider Ascension
Stephen Reynolds  65mins 15
The First Independently funded Tomb Raider movie.
Tomb Raider Ascension explores the back story of a
young Lara Croft showing her rise to becoming Tomb
Raider. Drama, Britain

FRI 12 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 6–11pm
HORROR AND SCI-FI 

The Clay Wall
Duncan marceuiss  12mins 15
A stylized horror film about a young man’s desire to
escape himself. Bored by provincial life he concocts a
hall of inogenic ointment that causes visions of lycan
thropy and tendersexual violence. The film draws on
adolescent rites of passage and the history of
witchcraft in rural Scotland. Horror, Britain

Mr.Video Alex Masterton  15mins 15
Frustrated with competing against DVD priracy, the
owner of a small video store decides to fight back and
save his ailing business. Comedy Horror, London

Extreme Me
Matthew Blayney  23mins 18
The film opens with a self absorbed youth who is
living in his own world, alone except for his music.
When his neighbour knocks on the door requesting he
turn down the music, a chain of events unfolds in
which the main character is revealed as someone who
knows no morale boundaries. Comedy Horror, Ireland

Bad Juju Matt Compton  10mins 15
A seance held by a journalist and her friends in the
name of research unexpectedly succeeds and soon the
group learn that it isn’t just children who shouldn’t
play with dead things. Horror, London

Bloody Country Ryan West  23mins 18
Zombies have been legally integrated into society.
Bloody Country documents a zombie called David, and
his battle to become a model citizen in an adapting
country. Extreme bad taste, but funny. Comedy Horror,
London

Creeping Thirst
David Pope  9mins 18
Two brothers are lured back to two sexy girls
apartment. Once there, things don’t quite go according
to plan. Comedy Horror, Britain

Gasoline Blood David Pope  9mins 15
Three youngsters find a disused warehouse in the
middle of nowhere. They soon find themselves facing
mad zombies in-breds. Comedy Horror, Britain

Space Comber
Harriet Macdonald  3mins U

Sometime in the near future people move from planet
to planet as easily as moving neighbourhoods. the
abandoned planets are destroyed by demolition crews
while space combers race to collect the memories left
behind. Sc-Fi Drama, Australia

The Brain Of Dr Strom
Kevin Maynard  10mins 15
The mad scientist, Dr Storm, is visited by a curious
dream which show’s him the error of his lunatic ways.
Will he be able to halt his fiendish plan, or is the
undead monster in the smart tweed suit destined to
walk once more? Horror, Britain

Fivemins To “Five Steps”
David Lumsden  5mins 15
This is the story of one man’s schizophrenic journey
into the creation of power as he finds and molds his
own personal army of five soldiers. we join him as he
finds his victim and follows the five steps that make
up the first phase of his scheme. This is the account of
soldier one; phase one. Horror, Britain

Small Pond Matt Compton  7mins 15
Rat lives life like his namesake, doing whatever it
takes to survive, whether this is burglary, drug-dealing
or mugging. When he steals a briefcase from a
mysterious well-dressed stranger he learns that there
are worse things than him roaming the city, much
worse. Horror, London

Day Beautiful
Harriet Macdonald  5mins U
A man wakes up one morning realising he’s made a
terrible mistake - but does time stop for no man? He
realises that this day beautiful is not what it seems.
Sc-Fi Drama, Australia

Bane James Eaves  105mins 18
Katherine awakes in an underground cell with three
other women; Jane, Natasha and Elaine. With
complete amnesia, Kathrine and the other women
have little time to wonder where they are before the
arrival of the sadistic Dr Murdoch and the mysterious
Handsome man. The women soon discover they are
part of a gruesome experiment with no obvious
purpose. Horror, Britain

A Nocturne Bill Mousoulis  70mins 18
A moody, minimal, murical, philosophical vampire
film. Horror, Australia

THU 11 SEP - 
WESTBOURNE GROVE CHURCH

Human Rights Watch Evening
7pm

DARFUR NOW (Ted Braun) 99mins 15
Darfur Now is a call to action for people everywhere to help end the crisis in Darfur. For the first time
in history, the US Government has declared a genocide while it is ongoing. In this film, the struggles
and achievements of six very different individuals bring to light the situation in Darfur and the need
to get involved. From a UCLA graduate in Los
Angeles, California, to a Darfurian woman who
joins rebel forces, to the Prosecutor of the
International Criminal Court in The Hague, to a
United Nations humanitarian on the ground in
Sudan, to an internationally known actor and
activist, and finally to a community leader in a
West Darfur refugee camp, the film portrays
the heroic efforts of six people responding to a
humanitarian tragedy unfolding before our
eyes. 

Followed by Q&A from 
Carolyn Norris who is Acting Deputy Director of the Africa Division.  A seasoned Africa
specialist, Carolyn has extensive experience working in human rights as a researcher and team
leader with Amnesty International’s International Secretariat in London; as a regional human rights
advisor to the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office in Dakar ; and most recently as the West Africa
Project Director for ICG based in Dakar. 

Human Rights Watch is one of the world’s leading independent organizations dedicated to defending
and protecting human rights. By focusing international attention where human rights are violated, we
give a voice to the oppressed and hold oppressors accountable for their crimes. Our rigorous,
objective investigations and strategic, targeted advocacy build intense pressure for action and raise
the cost of human rights abuse. 

For 30 years, Human Rights Watch has worked tenaciously to lay the legal and moral groundwork
for deep-rooted change and has fought to bring greater justice and security to people around the
world. To learn more about our work or to make a donation, visit www.hrw.org.

DON’T MISS

Westbourne Grove, W11

THROUGH THE EYE
S OF

CHILDREN
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SAT 13 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 1pm

Watch Me Takeshi Yokoi  140mins
A love fantasy starred by Tamaki Ogawa. A sad and
beautiful story of a pure hearted man and woman.
The film is made in parts showing both the man and
woman’s story. As the story reveals you will see the
two peoples feelings for each other. Being too close
will break it up, too far will let them forget. The
fragile distance between the two of them, makes this
pure heart moving film. Drama, Japan

3:20

S’tali Arivind Abrahau  70mins 12
A passionate interracial love affair, one young
woman’s struggle against alcoholism, the chasing of
dreams and the testing of friendships: Will 5 friends
survive love, life & friendship under the gritty
suburban lights of Kuala Lumpur? Drama, London

4:30

Foul-Gesture
Tzahi Grad  95mins 15

Michael, struggling with a personal crisis, becomes
involved in a power struggle which he finds hard to
give up, and over the coming days this becomes his
own personal nightmare. However, at the same time,
the fight instills in him a new sense of life, an energy
that was almost lost. he must deal with the harsh and
corrupt reality that endangers his life and liberty.
Crime Thriller, Israel

6:05

The Lodger Sten Rosendahl  27mins 15
“Enter the Lodger - Exit Sanity”. Carl, a burned-out
heating engineer, suspects that his lodger is involved
in the disappearance of Carl’s girlfriend. Crime Thriller,
Sweden

American Dream
Azi Rahman  4mins 12A
Murder inc gangster turned Hollywood actor Gong Y
Cohen is living the American dream in LA until his past
catches up with him. (Shot in Ladbroke Grove using
genuine American actors.) Crime Thriller

The Other Side Of The Road
Steffen Schier  12mins 12A
Sam’s good-looks and wit usually get him out of tight
spot but his gambling habit gets him in too much
trouble this time-with his girlfriend and loan-sharks
cum robbers who want him to help them ‘cross the
pavement’. But what’s on offer on ‘The Other Side Of
The Road’? Crime Thriller, London

Heads Or Tails (Kopf Oder
Zahl) Benjamin Eicher  100mins 15
“Life happens while you have other plans.” 24 hours
in the life of a fistful of people, who couldn’t be more
different. But yet, fate brings them together, lets cross
their ways and finally disgards them again. Drama,
Germany

Angels Die In The Soil
Babak Amini  30mins 15
An Iraqi Kurdish girl earns a living for her father by
selling Iranian soldiers bones remainds from Iran-Iraq
war. One day she faced terrorists incident against An
American soldier when she was coming back home
and she wants to help him. Drama, Iran

9:00

WORLD PREMIERE OF 
Cash and Curry
featuring players from Bend It Like Beckham.
95mins.

See inset below

Meat The Family
The Munday Brotthers  37mins 18
A family of redneck cannibals descend on East London
suburb, bringing with them a feast of madcap ultra
violence, as the body count increases its upto Major
Lethbrdge -Stuart and his plucky assistant
Prenderghast to bring the family to justice, dead or
alive... Comedy Horror, London

SUN 14 SEP
! Westbourne Studios 1pm
FINAL DAY & AWARDS

The Last Man Out
Jonathan Kerr-Smith  90mins 15
Eye-witness testimony of the last man to exit the
North Tower of the World Trade Center, A compelling
and emotional story. Documentary, Britain

2:30

Bike 202 Paul o’ Connor  30mins U
A school teacher convinces her boyfriend to cycle
12,000km from England to Australia. rather than
damage the climate they pedal across Iran, Pakistan
and 64 other countries. Documentary, Britain

Celestial Esther Johnson  15mins U
Taking the form of an experimental portrait, ‘Celestial’
explores the poetry of the sky, a space of fascination
and contemplation. Art Documentaries, London

Barry Cox; The Chinese Dream
Nick Ahlmark  8mins U
The story of Barr Cox, a white Liverpudllian who sings
Chinese Pop in the mega casinos of Macao, China.
Documentary, London

Hearing Colours, Seeing Sounds
TEASER Susanna Laune  5mins 15
Hearing Colours, Seeing Sounds feature documentary
is the story of Psychedelic trance music, and its
subculture. In the teaser version former Killing Joke
bass player and record producer, Youth, gives an
insight into  Psychedelic Trance culture. Music
Documentaries, London

The Poet And The Ballerina
Cristina Pinheriro & Andre Sculato  27mins U
The Poet And The Ballerina is a story about the
disagreements in modern city. The ballerina tries to
find the poet, but partially lost the address. With sepia
colour, only some details colourful, the work is
declaration of love and silent cinema. Art, Brazil

Missed Guy Ducker  5mins U
Will is shocked when he’s told that his colleague Emma
has died while on holiday. He’s even more surprised
when he sees her walking past the window of the cafe
in which he’s sitting the next day... Sarah-Jane Potts
(’Kinky Boots’) stars in a tale of missed opportunities.
Drama, London

4:00

Want Richie Winearls  7mins 15
A lonely isolated child walks onto the stage of the
Mask, a Mephistophelean symbol. She is lured into the
temptations of the modern world, ‘via a tunnel’ where
the zenith of human happiness is regarded as the
attainment of celebrity, fame, power and money.
Drama, London

Shell Scott Graham  20mins 15
A teenage girl living in a remote petrol station in the
Scottish Highlands is taken closer than ever to the
edge of the road and her desire to escape when a
salesman stops and offers her a taste of the outside
world. Drama, Britain

Sick Mike Rymer  15mins 12
The experience of depression and alcoholism have left
Brian’s daughter (Amanda) relying on him for her
son’s welfare. When Brian’s wife dies and he gives the
child into the social care, Amanda’s world falls apart
and she and her father don’t speak for 15 years. that
is until she gathers the strength to visit him. Drama,
Britain

Goodbye, Hello
David Chidlow  15mins 12
A heartfelt portrait of the day a young couple move
into an empty flat together, excitedly turning it into
their first home entirely inter cut with the day they
move out of the same flat, having broken up their
relationship. Drama, London

5:00

Tumbleweed In London
Ed Hartwell & Claire Blundell Jones  10mins U
This short sees a young woman escort as genuine
tumbleweed across London, with a leaf blower. On her
course, she receives genuine reactions from the British
public. To her relief she is not the only person with a
tumbleweed. During her walks, she passes
Tumbleweed Boy. Art, London

Safe Zone Carlo Ortu  17mins 15
A soldier returns from the war in Afghanistan and
finds the peace he wants is hard to find. Drama,
London

SAT 13 SEP - 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
W O R L D  P R E M I E R E  O F  

Cash and Curry
featuring players from Bend It Like Beckham.

9pm

DON’T MISS

A fast paced comedy drama set in multi-cultural London. Raj and his friends are tired of being errand
boys at the bottom of the food chain. Ambition leads Raj and his friends into the middle of a gang war
between two of the biggest drug lords in London. Realising the consequences of his actions Raj seeks
refuge in the countryside with an old friend who runs the largest pirate DVD manufacturing operation
out of an abandoned farm. To evade capture Raj and his friends are forced to submerge themselves in
farm life. Comedy, Britain

Director: Sarjit Bains

Clean Off – 14th Sept

Safe Zone
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21 Seconds Ru Mcardle  9mins 15
A grim and gritty romantic tragedy. Maddie walks
around a car park, looking for a place to commit
suicide, whilst security guard Kieth is out to save her. a
fairttale ending? Definitely not. Drama, Britian

Who Wants Roberto Santini’s
Guts? Jean-Julian Collette  15mins 15
Flight 623 from Berlin is 15mins late. Enough time for
a young businessman, on a plane, to throw a part of
his life into question. At the airport, Joseph Conrad, a
tramp with a troubled past, seems obsessed by this
mysterious flight. These two men, worlds apart, have
nevertheless one thing in common: the final drop that
makes the vase overflow. Drama, Belgium

6:00

The Years in The Desert
Frankie Frears  15mins 12A
The life of a young boy living with his father is
revealed through a series of vignettes illustrating the
effect of outsiders on their dysfunctional family life.
Drama, London

Wednesday Rob Sorrenti  25mins U
Two babies born on the same day, at the same time, in
the same hospital, whose paths cross again years later
in the very same place. Drama, London

Border Work Tom Wright  10mins 12A
22-year-old Rob is proud of his landscape gardening
job, but isn’t used to being the boss. Today he’s been
left in charge of a Polish stranger twice his own age.
Finding little in common, patience between foreman
and worker quickly wears thin... Drama, London

The Cleaner Neol Kearns  13mins 15
An emigrant cleaner at a London Hospital is asked to
translate for an injured foreign man. But the cleaner
recognises the patent as a brutal warlord from the
former war-torn homeland. Now will he help save the
man’s life or take the ultimate revenge? Drama,
London

7:00

Clean Off Simon Bates  11mins 15
A man is ambushed and bundled into the back of a
van. Across town a beautiful woman waits for the love
of her life. And waits....  And then the police arrive. A
terrorist cell have sent a DVD, they begin... Drama,
London

Circumstances
Marco Sanges  6mins 15
A short film made of stills. each photo tells a unique
multi-layers story, creating a highly personal,
imaginary cinema. Art, London

Automat Prosper De Roos
7mins 12
Men created from the dust of the ground the machine.
And the machine learned to speak, to see and to feel.
And he became a living soul, struggling for
recognition. Art, Holland

Time Patrol Jasmin Jodry  3mins 12
Gray men walk around in the metropolis and steal
time from everyday people. Like parasites, the gray
men need time as a drug to fuel their own existence.
They are essentially vampires of time. The gray men
paralyze each victim by the smoke of their cigar, steal
the future time in the form of receipts which they roll
into cigars and smoke. Soon, life in the metropolis
becomes motionless.. Art, London

Like Father, like death
Adi & Mak Omanovic  10mins 15
A young man meets his father for the first time after
many years. The father left the family years ago and
the son finds it hard to forgive. One of them brings a
gift to the meeting the other one brings a gun!
Drama, Sweden

7:40

Hello My Name Is 
Maxime Renard
Sevy Weber & Neils Dubost  82mins 15
The trajectory of a man torn between the reality of his
life and the sweet dream of being one day on
television. Drama, France

Nuthin’ To say
Softwhere  7mins 12A
Music video by UkK band Softwhere for their tune
‘Nuthin’ To Say’ which is either a postmodern essay on
seminal consumerism: or a bit of a laugh. The video
uses slightly disturbing special effects mixed with
scenes from 1960’s U.S promotional and advertising
footage sourced from public domain internet archives.
Music Videos, Britain

9:10

AWARDS
CLOSING CEREMONY
WITH AWARDS FOR
BEST FILMS FROM
PORTOBELLO FILM
FESTIVAL 2008.

OPEN TO ALL – 
GET HERE EARLY

Circumstances
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Marcus Garvey 
In the early 30s, as Rastafarianism was
founded in Jamaica, Marcus Garvey came to
London after the collapse of his Black
Starliner Afro-utopian plans; he was reputedly
one of the first West Indian residents of Powis
Square. Marcus Garvey died in west
Kensington in 1940 and was buried at Kensal
Green cemetery, for 24 years – then he was
re-interred in Kingston as Jamaica’s first
national hero. After the riots, his widow Amy
Ashwood-Garvey founded the Association for
the Advancement of Coloured People on
Bassett Road, and worked with the Carnival
founder Claudia Jones. 

1958 Race Riots
The 1958 Notting Hill riots can now be seen
in a positive light, dispelling the mother
country myth and creating the reality of
multicultural Britain. Afterwards Jamaicans,
Trinidadians, small islanders, even Barbadians
(who were traditionally police) and Africans
united in their resolve to forge a new black
British Afro-Caribbean identity. Ironically, the
main inspiration of Notting Hill Carnival was
not old English fairs or Caribbean carnivals,
but the anti-black British riots. 1958 was a
virtually positive rite of passage, and a
‘sounding board for popular discontent’ that
brought racial prejudice out into the open,
along with white working class exclusion from
mainstream society. 

The Road Made To Walk
on Carnival Day
The 1958 origin of Notting Hill Carnival
summed up by the 70s organiser Darcus
Howe: “Once you live a huge moment of
history, you know exactly how history is
made. Once you live in a big moment,
otherwise you think somebody orchestrated it
or somebody started it. If you want to look
for somebody who started Carnival you’ll
never find an individual – that’s out of the
question, there is no entrepreneur or
impresario who called it into being. It looked
like we needed it and the road was there and
some guys had some instruments in a pub
and that was it. I don’t think it’s a coincidence
that we had it in Notting Hill. I think Notting
Hill has always been, even before the
Carnival started, explained to me as liberated
territory, a place where you stood up for your
rights and where Kelso Cochrane lost his life.” 

1959 West Indian Gazette
Caribbean Carnival
The London Caribbean Carnival was officially
founded in 1959 by Claudia Jones, a
Trinidad-born US civil rights activist who
edited the West Indian Gazette. The first
‘indoors Carnival’ (or West Indian Gazette
Carnival) took place on January 30 1959 at
St Pancras Town Hall, Euston. Cleo Laine
topped the bill which included the Mighty
Terror singing the calypso ‘Carnival at St
Pancras’. The nearest the indoors Carnival
came to Notting Hill was the Town Hall on
Kensington High Street in 1960. In April ’59
there was a West Indian steel band on the
first CND march to Aldermaston.

1959 Kelso Cochrane
Funeral Procession
On May 17 1959 a West Indian man called
Kelso Cochrane was stabbed to death by a
gang of white men on Southam Street in
Kensal. This was during the ‘ugly election’
campaign of the fascist leader Oswald Mosley
who was standing as the Union Movement
candidate for North Kensington, and holding
street meetings around the area. As Mosley

was blamed for bringing further disgrace on
the area, on June 11 black and white people
lined the route of Kelso Cochrane’s funeral
cortege, described as a proto-Carnival
procession, along Ladbroke Grove to Kensal
Green Cemetery. Mike Phillips called it ‘the
great event which ended the 50s and began
the West Indian decade of Notting Hill.’ 

1963 Ladbroke Grove I
Have A Dream March
On August 31 1963, Claudia Jones’s diary
featured a procession of her Committee of
Afro-Asian Caribbean Organisations, in
solidarity with the Washington Martin Luther
King “I have a dream” march, from Ladbroke
Grove station to the US embassy in Grosvenor
Square. 

1964 A Hard Day’s Night
Parade
Back in North Kensington the community
activist Rhaune Laslett joined forces with the
steel band leader Selwyn Baptiste to teach
children to play the pans at the Wornington
Road adventure playground (now the Venture
Centre) off Golborne Road. But, as far as any
evidence goes, in the years of the media
myth first Notting Hill Carnival, 1964 or ’65,
nothing happened. Apart from when Ringo
Starr went ‘parading’ on All Saints Road and
was joined by the other Beatles in Notting
Dale in A Hard Day’s Night. 

1966 London Free School
Michaelmas Fayre
As the London Free School group organised
the first Carnival in 1966, in spite of pressure
from the police and Council to drop Michael X
from the group, he stayed and the Carnival
happened in late September; around the time
of Michaelmas (when, appropriately enough,
rents were due to landlords). In Mike and
Charlie Phillips’ Notting Hill in the 60s, the
Carnival king status of Michael de Freitas,
aka Michael X and Michael Abdul Malik, was
thus verified:  “He was a visionary right, all
this Carnival down in the Grove is down to
Michael you know... he’s talking to this
woman who’s running a neighbourhood thing
down on Tavistock Road, Rhaune Laslett, and
they twos up, and that kick off from there.”
However, VS Naipaul concluded: ‘to the
Trinidad crowds Malik had become a
‘character’, a Carnival figure, to be beaten
through the streets on Good Friday.’ 

1967 IT Parade and
Summer of Love Fair
In 1967 John “Hoppy” Hopkins presented
‘the Death and Resurrection of IT’ parade on
Portobello. This hippy street theatre, as relic
of tree worship in mod Europe, consisted of a
coffin carried on a ‘rebirth journey’ from the
Cenotaph in Whitehall back to Notting Hill
Gate on the Circle Line, and a procession
through the market with bongo drum accom-
paniment. During the summer of love, the
second Rhaune Laslett ‘Notting Hill Festival’
was incorporated into the Notting Hill
Summer Project community workshop – a
more serious version of the London Free
School. 

1969 King Mob
Situationist Carnival
The year of ‘Getting It Straight In Notting Hill
Gate’ by Quintessence, the Situationist King
Mob group presented a ‘Miss Notting Hill ’69’
Carnival float, featuring a girl with a giant
syringe attached to her arm. This was ‘a
comment on the fact that there was junk and
junk, the hard stuff, or the heroin of mindless
routine and consumption.’

1970 Notting Hill People’s
Free Carnival
The 1970 Notting Hill ‘People’s Carnival’
consisted of a procession round the area,
starting and finishing in Powis Square, led by
Ginger Johnson’s African drummers and a
witchdoctor. Proceedings ended with a rock
festival in the square gardens featuring the
American band Socca/Sacatash, Mataya,
Stackhouse, James Metzner ‘and various local
musicians.’ 

1972/3 Calypso Carnival
From the early to mid 70s, under the admin-
istration of the Trinidadian Leslie Palmer, the
Notting Hill hippy ‘fayre’ was transformed
into ‘an urban festival of black music’, based
on the Trinidad Carnival model. From the first
Carnival HQ on Acklam Road, Leslie Palmer
established the blueprint of the modern
event; getting sponsorship, recruiting steel
bands and sound-systems, introducing
generators and extending the route. The
attendance went up accordingly from 3,000
at the beginning of the 70s to 50,000 in
1973.

1974/5 Reggae Carnival
By the mid 70s, Jamaican reggae was
challenging Trinidadian calypso’s dominance
of Notting Hill Carnival. At the 1974 flares
and platforms Carnival, Palmer introduced
reggae sound-systems and the Cimarons
played, thus attracting black youth from all
over London, rather than just locals. In 1975
the turnout reached 100,000, and the
Carnival’s press profile changed from
harmless hippy fair to public order problem.

1976 Carnival Police Clash
The reggae promoter Wilf Walker remembers
Acklam Road in ’76 as a spiritual awakening
of black Britain: “It was incredible in those
days to be in a sea of black faces. As a black
person, that kind of solidarity we don’t
experience anymore… We described it as a
demo of solidarity and peace within the black
community. I can’t imagine what it would
have been like for white people… ’76
showed the strength of feeling, reggae was
raging in those days, young blacks weren’t
into being happy natives, putting on a silly
costume and dancing in the street, in the
same street where we were getting done for
sus every day.” 

1977 Two Sevens Clash
Punky Reggae Party
In 1977, after the Clash ‘White Riot’ tour
took the ’76 riot backdrop around the
country, causing a series of mini-riots, there
was another full-scale Carnival riot. This one
was attended by Bob Marley, who was on
Acklam Road at Lloyd Coxsone’s sound-
system; and reporters from International
Times who recorded the end of peace and
love in their ‘Fear and Loathing in W11’
special: ‘It was the revolution. Unplanned,
uncaring and without generals, the black kids
were having a revolution. No surprise. In the
towerblock prisoncamps of the working-class,
white punks are Xeroxing nihilism with their
‘No Future’ muzak turned up full blast. In the
ghetto, when the Carnival slips the leash,
black punks tear up the present.’

1978 Forces of Victory
Carnival
The reggae poet Linton Kwesi Johnson made
the early Carnival route expansion proposal:
‘We’re di forces af vict’ry, an’ wi’ comin’ rite
through, we’re di forces af vict’ry, now wat
yu gonna do, wi mek a lickle date fi 1978
an’ wi fite an’ wi fite, an’ defeat di State, den
all wi jus’ forwud up to Not’n’ Hill Gate.’ At
that year’s Carnival Darcus Howe’s Brixton
mas band’s militant theme was ‘Forces of
Victory’. 

1979 Post-Punky Reggae
Party
In 1979 Wilf Walker presented the first
Notting Hill Carnival stage on Portobello
Green beside the Westway, to include
alienated black youth and punks in the event.

Aswad topped the post-punky reggae bill also
featuring Barry Ford from Merger, Sons of
Jah, King Sounds and the Israelites,
Brimstone, Exodus, Nik Turner from
Hawkwind, Carol Grimes, the Passions and
Vincent Units. In an attempt to keep the riot
zone under control, proceedings were wound
up at 8 and Portobello was fenced off – but
to no avail. In spite or because of the new
riot control measures, enforced by 10,000
policemen, at the Monday closedown there
were further disturbances. 

1981/2 Punky Reggae
Hip-hop Party
In 1981 Eddy Grant was recorded ‘Live at
Notting Hill Carnival’ on Portobello Green.
The same year, an Italian fascist plot to attack
the Carnival with a bomb and/or snipers was
reputedly foiled by an anti-fascist mole. So
the National Front skinheads had to settle for
a rally in Fulham, instead of a race war, that
bank holiday weekend. The first rapper is
said to have appeared at the ’81 Carnival
under the Westway, on the west side of
Ladbroke Grove on the site of the Ion bar, at
the time of the Clash punky hip-hop party
with Futura2000. ‘The Message’ by
Grandmaster Flash arrived via Norman Jay’s
Goodtimes sound-system on Cambridge
Gardens. In 1982 Musical Youth appeared at
the time of ‘Pass the Dutchie’ on Portobello
Green, with the Cimarons and Rip Rig &
Panic, while prag VEC and the Raincoats took
to the new second stage in Meanwhile
Gardens, alongside the canal. 

1983 Aswad Live And
Direct Carnival
1983 turned out to be the most commercial
yet, with body-popping, baseball caps,
tracksuits and trainers succeeding skanking,
dreadlocks and combat gear, and ‘police this
year picked for their wimpish manner, with
beards whenever possible.’ Nevertheless,
when Emotion sound-system outside the
Apollo at the All Saints/Lancaster junction
shut down on the Monday night, there was
another riot. As the Carnival expanded again
in the mid 80s to 4 stages; at Portobello
Green, Meanwhile Gardens, Powis Square
(‘Paris Square’ in NME), and the West London
(Linford Christie) Stadium on Wormwood
Scrubs; outbreaks of rioting at closedown
continued to be a regular feature. 

1989 Last Carnival Riot
At the ’89 Carnival Arts Committee general
meeting, an even more moderate Carnival
committee was formed and the local barrister
Claire Holder was elected chair. In the last
Mangrove trial Frank Crichlow was cleared of
trumped up drugs charges, then the police
raided the Mangrove some more, causing
further clashes outside, and 1989 saw the
last Carnival riot on All Saints Road. As the
area was lit by crane-mounted floodlights and
helicopter searchlights, 400 arrests were
made in the clean up operation. In the
Private Eye report: ‘As helicopters roared
overhead the ‘boys in blue’ danced with each
other in the streets until the early hours,
watched only by a ‘token force’ of
Rastafarians.’ 

1994 Jungle W11 Carnival
The 1994 jungle W11 Carnival, at which All
Saints made their debut in Powis Square, had
the first million plus attendance according to
the Standard; prompting proposals for a new
4th stage in Hyde Park, to avoid a
Hillsborough style crush and accommodate
the likes of Prince and Michael Jackson. All
Saints Road was twinned with Vienda Street in
Soweto at the Nelson Mandela election victory
street party. 

1995 Hugh Grant Mas
and Mayhem
In the run-up to the 1995 Carnival, Mas Café
at 6-8 All Saints (formerly the Mangrove,
now Ruby & Sequoia) was the scene of a
scuffle involving Hugh Grant, in which the
actor was ridiculed over the Divine Brown
affair and generally roughed up. An onlooker

said: “It all happened so fast. Hugh went pale
and was frightened. He was OK but he had a
bit of blood on him. I don’t think he’ll be
back.” For me, the highlight of the first Lilt
Carnival in ’95 was seeing Nick Cave refused
access to Basing Street by a policeman. 

1996 Lilt Carnival
The Carnival peaked on the 30th anniversary
of the London Free School Fair, when the
second Lilt Carnival of 1996 overtook Rio as
the biggest gig in the world, according to the
Standard. The 2 million plus attendance
included Ice-T, Jamiroquai, the Jungle
Brothers, Chaka Demus and Pliers, Montell
Jordan and Nu Colours, appearing on the two
main stages, Radio 1 at Portobello Green and
Kiss in Kensal, while Powis Square gardens
became the South Africa Square world music
stage. 

1997 William Hague
Baseball Cap Carnival
1997 was the notorious William Hague
baseball cap Carnival, which the Tory leader
ordained “the biggest cultural event of the
nation.” Aside from the Notting Hill Tory
appearance, entertainment was provided by
Soul II Soul and Wyclef of the Fugees in
Kensal, and Jay-Z (at the time of ‘Hard
Knock Life: Ghetto Anthem’) on Portobello
Green, accompanied by a crowd crush and a
shooting. 

1998 Who Let The Dogs
Out Carnival
In 1998, the year of ‘Who Let the Dogs Out’
(by Jonathan King), the Carnival was
sponsored by Virgin Atlantic after the original
backers Nescafe pulled out over hot coffee
spilling fears. Then Kiss followed suit and
Radio 1 took over the Kensal stage. 

1999 Destiny’s Child
Carnival
The last Carnival of the 20th century featured
Destiny’s Child and Damon Albarn of
Blur/Gorillaz in Kensal, but not the Radio 1
DJ Tim Westwood after he was shot at during
the Carnival run-up in an unrelated incident. 

Y2K UK Garage Summer
Of Love/Radio 1 Gangsta
Rap Murder Mayhem
The Y2K UK garage ‘summer of love’
Carnival, featuring De La Soul, Shola Ama,
Lonyo, the Architechs and MC Cole, turned
into more murder mayhem media, largely
blamed on the Radio 1 gangsta rap stage at
Kensal. Into the 21st century proceedings on
the original Portobello Green stage were
scaled down, back to local events like the
Portobello Film Festival, Jazz on the Green
and Moroccan festivals. 

2006 Lily Allen LDN
Carnival
‘Sun is in the sky, oh why, oh why would I
want to be anywhere else?’ Lily Allen’s ‘LDN’
video, filmed in the run up to the 2006
Carnival, captured the Heaven W11/Notting
Hell contrast featuring Rough Trade on Talbot
Road as ‘Tough Grade’, the Romeo and
Juliet/domestic dispute scene on Tavistock
Road, and the final scenes under Trellick
Tower in Kensal. During the Carnival, Lily (the
daughter of Keith Allen of Roughler local
previous) appeared at the Yo Yo Carnival club
night at the Notting Hill Arts Club at Notting
Hill Gate, where she made her debut earlier
in the year.

2008 Ladbroke Grove
Mini-Carnival Konnie Huq
Olympic Torch Grab Tibet
Protest
Earlier this year, the Olympic torch was
grabbed from the former Blue Peter
presenter Konnie Huq by a Tibet protester at
the snowbound mini-Carnival on Ladbroke
Grove by the Elgin. 

Vague 48 – from Tom Vague’s London
Psychogeography project www.historytalk.org
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Tom Vague examines the origins, definitions, influences, traditions, legends and myths of Notting Hill Carnival.
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61 Voices Of Albion
Rupert Ferguson 60mins U
Traces the origins of the digger and leveller movements of
the seventeenth century back to their pre-norman conquest.
Documentary, Britain
62 Strange Myths Of King Cross
Rupert Ferguson  60mins U
Looks at the curious psycho-geographic topography of
King’s Cross. Documentary, Britain
412 Spare Change Eric Omani  17mins
After a night out three friends miss their last train home.
Drama, London
33 Lunch Time Jury
Antonio Loyola  10mins U
An empty street is a dead soul; a street with a Kid is a lot of
power. Drama, London
34 From Heaven To Earth
Antonio Loyola 10mins 12
A black colleague girl doing her home work is planning to
kill herself... Drama, London
70 2007 - A Cod And Chips
Odyssey Nick Fletcher  2mins U
A tribute to the classic film and genius of Kubrick.
Comedy, Britain
111 Switched On
Matthew Lovkis  10mins 15
Keith Donald is a quick-talking, fast-walking work-a-holic.
He barely has time to notice his disgruntled wife. Comedy,
Holland
161 The Iron Bone
Hicham Lasri  115mins 15
The Odyssey of three young people who leave to research
12? to pay the studies of one of them. Drama, France
164 Have a Nice Day
Claire Creswell  9mins 12
An actor spends a day at home learning her part as Miss
Julie in Strindberg’s play. Drama, London
237 Cold Living
Nicholas Dimitropoulos & Cliff Don  100mins 18
When murder mystery betrayal and greed comes together it
can only lead to one thing....cold living. Crime Thriller,
London, England
307 One Night Seeta Muller  1min U
One night outside, one minute tale of space, light and
nothing more. Animation, London
327 Coping Strategies
Adam Koronka  20mins 12
Shahid, fed up by the tag ‘learning disabled’ leaves his
dotting mother for love, life and freedom in an independent
home. Comedy, London
378 An Evening With George And
Friends Zillah Bosworth Coleman 50mins 12A
George is a working class hero who after one of the fiercest
battles of World War 2 yet returns to England to be a
humble window cleaner. He dreams of putting on a variety
show. Drama, London
514 Is It 2012 Yet?
Robert Hertner 85mins 15
Starring Cami, Bob Dobbs and Nibiru from Portobello Road
to the stars. Lots of radio program extracts. Documentaries,
London
569 D’estasi E Stasi
Flavio Sciole  15mins 15
Ecstasy for a man. Art, Italy
231# Plum Role Zak Hilditch  75mins 15
When Jacob lands the Plum Role in a new cop show, a series
of unresolved misdemeanors come to the surface, jeopar-
dising his shot at the big time. Drama, Australia
78# Watch Me Takeshi Yokoi  140mins
A love fantasy starred by Tamaki Ogawa. A sad and
beautiful story of a pure hearted man and woman. The film
is made in parts showing both the man and woman’s story.
Drama, Japan
155# The Heaven
Biray Dalkiran  95mins 15
“There was happiness at his heaven till the others came.” A
is 28 years old. He has got a huge illusion and through his
mental deficiency. His mother died when he was 7, after
that traumatic event he started living with his mother’s
illusion. Drama, Turkey
481# Eternal Bliss Oded Levy  60mins 18
Eternal Bliss portrays a short interval in the lives of five
friends in Los Angeles. Drama, USA
495# Time  Christin Kaler 1min U
Tick tock. Art, Canada
517# “08/07 Campo” Opened Field
August ‘07
Rodrigo Guerrers  80mins 15
Four friends. A country house, a weekend together, and a
camera that films it all.... Drama, Argentina

520# Dwellers Of The 304
(Moradores do 304)
Leonardo cata Preta 15mins 15
A lonely writer is tormented by strange creatures in his
apartment. Free adaptation of a poem by Carlos Drummond
de Anrade. “Rlegia 1938”. Animation, Brazil
535# Her Name Was Amy Tillman
Teddy Hayes  90mins 18
Troubled woman admits a murderous campaign to psychia-
trist and then involves him. Crime Thriller, Britain
537# Black Turin (Torino Nera)
Massmo Russo  90mins 15
Carlo “the Raunchy” witnesses the murder of a prostitute
during a black mass. A stolen wallet and a mattress full of
money will start the investigation. Comedy, Italy
544# The Lights Of Santa Cruz
Anita Parry  25mins 12A
Tom and Beth with failed relationships behind them join
forces to make a dream come true. Drama, Britain
574# Beatample550007
Flavio Sciole  1min U
Art, Italy
582# Pliche Flavio Sciole  13mins 12A
Danza and Beuys. Art, Italy
227# Two Graves Gregory Marsh
20mins 15
A couple struggle to come to terms with the death of their
son, grief ridden they seek solace in revenge. Drama,
Britain
154 Heaven Scent
Frederic Casella  5mins 12
Tom is at the office and bored. Until one day when tom
finds love in the most unexpected place: the gent’s loo. 
Comedy, London
163 Stripped Benjamin Collins  17mins 15
Stripped looks into the mind of a man who strips his lover;
that is getting to know her in depth before moving onto the
next relationship. Drama, London
165 Crosswords James Malcolm 9mins 12
Mrs Mitchell thinks people are sending her messages
through crosswords. Drama, Britain
185 Frites Jon Garbett  5mins 12
Claude has an unhealthy obsession, which one night, Marie
Anne patently decides to address. But events turn decidedly
strange, even for her. Comedy, London
187 Surrealistic Man Geuio  6mins 15
Spain & sun & cheap vine and walking about in crucial life-
philosophy - told with music and art (drawings - painting -
photos) - and surrealism is a matter of course. Music Videos,
London
196 The Umbrella Aashni Shah  4mins U
The travels of an umbrella. Drama, London
199 The Briefcase Ari Gill  15mins 15
Ian, a young college graduate tries hard to please his
family and his best friend, but just can’t cope with a
pretentious lifestyle. Drama, Britain
205 The Tooth (Dis)
Mehmet Volga Suren  20mins 15
The man who visits the house of the corpse, is being in
different relationship with the dead one. But, nobody has
noticed this. Even his own. Drama, Turkey
210 The Convert
Muhammet Gucenmez  80mins 12A
Three people searching for answers to questions they were
afraid to ask are finally confronted with the harsh reality of
their choices. Drama, London
215 Immigrant Dinner
Jcei Moyt  6mins 18
Riccerdo Beldini arrives in London and becomes the victim
of a mugging. Horror, London
229 Head
Graeme Webb & Bob Vine  13mins 15
One mans journey through a Dystopion Nightmare. Drama,
London
246 Pink Teddy Tez Frost  80mins 15
A dark story of a young office worker, chosen amongst
corporate criminals, to deal with corruptors in the city of
Melbourne. Crime Thriller, Australia
250 Streets Of Sorrow 
Jazz Cloud 7 Nick Fletcher  5mins U
Festival exclusive premiere of Jazzcloud 7’s new track about
homelessness. Music Videos, Britain
251 Eye Level Justin Addleton  18mins 12A
Frank Stanton is a private investigator in London, hired by
Marca Fields to find herself in a bid to prove her own self-
existence. Drama, London
253 Paradise Jonathan L.Flint  14mins 12A
Today’s society is stuck in domineering routines, ones which
dictate the people we meet... Drama, Britain

284 This Is Not A Performance
Lena Mattsson  2mins 12A
This film is a study of the Swedish health care system. Art,
Sweden
286 Artificial Horizon
Violet Macdonald  4mins U
A young boy builds his mini version of the Wright Brothers
‘Glider’. Drama, Australia
290 Insides Dan Gitsham  6mins 15
A man learns that secrets beneath his feet have a nasty
suprise in store for him! Horror, Britain
291 A Vicious Circle
Simon Moss  10mins 15
A ‘reformed east Londoner’ ready to start a new life with
his girlfriend. Is drawn back to violence when his brother is
beaten by thugs. Drama, Britain
292 The Wafer Jody Medland  20mins 18
A rich playboy makes a high-stakes bet claiming he can go
a whole week without talking. Drama, Britain
294 No... Just Passing By Mario Lopes, Rita
Ochoa, & Sofia Pimentao  6mins U
Life as a labyrinth. An elevator ride where lives, sounds and
memories cross. Drama, Portugual
337# Spring Heeled Jack
William Honeyball  90mins
In 1904 Spring Heeled Jack ended his murderous reign of
terror upon the city of London..... 100 years later he would
return to finish what he started. Horror, Britain
344 Don’t Jump The Gun
Paul  Cashmore  10mins 15
A man with a tormented past attacks a local villager with
autism believing him to be a threat to his son.Drama, Britai
348 The Wardens Chris Nunn 17mins 12A
A mocumentry that follows a group of hapless traffic
wardens as they try to invent new ways to trap unsus-
pecting motorists. Comedy, London
349 Strawberry Laces
Chris Nunn  11mins 12A
A woman in her forties is forced to try to find a job after
suffering a complete mental breakdown. Comedy, London
353 The Garden Chris Nunn  5mins 12A
A girl enjoys the perfect day out until she stumbles upon a
hidden garden and its deadly secret. Horror, London
354 Gateway Chris Nunn  7mins 12A
A man walks down a light filled corridor and as he enters
each door, finds himself pursuing the same mysterious
woman, veiled in black. Drama, London
355 Present Tense
Richard O’ Sullivan  9mins U
8mm tourist footage - taken from the top of the World
Trade Center prior to its’ destruction. Art, Britain
374 Pastt, Priomehide Agus Prgfabs
Paul Murphy  23mins U
A short documentary about the establishment of an Irish
Language Primary School. Documentary, Ireland
389 Just In A Story
Adam Hoare  14mins 15
Following the good guys can be boring, that’s why this crew
followed the bad guy. Fictional Doc, Britain
409 The Lost Poem
Dina Kafiris  4mins 12A
A young bride agrees to marry in a time of chaos and
confusion as the century is coming to an end, in an attempt
to conquer troubled times. Art, Greece
416# Cleaning In Progress
Neil Sherwani  15mins 12A
Four comical students perform a heist in order to pass their
1st year exams.... Comedy, Britain
422 The Little Piggy
Patrick Whittaker  10mins 15
When a gambling addict starts getting the result of races
before they’re even begun... Drama, Britain
424 Scoredom Mitchell Panayis 13mins 12A
A look at the life on the streets of London's bored boys..
Drama, London
433 Sassafras
Stephanie Farrell & Gareth While  47mins 12A
Short social drama exploring the conflict between basic
morals and strong feelings. Drama, Britain
438 Night After Night
Alex Paterakis  7mins 12A
Sam isolates himself in his own thoughts, drifting further
into his mind and away from reality, becoming a gaunt
creature of the night. Drama, London
463 Wave Rob Hurtt  9mins 12
The Pringle family live in a secluded seaside shack where
time ticks tediously away. Then, out of the blue, a visitor
changes everything, forever.... Drama, London

484 The Psychiatric Channel
Louis Segal  11mins 12
A man sitting alone watching television late one night,
comes across a new, and strange channel, and begins to
“learn” about himself... Sc-Fi Drama, London
492 Blue Minute Bridge
Pamela Millar  2mins U
Rhythmic interpretations of urban objects. Art, Canada
493 Portable Story#1
Jim Olson  1min U
There’s an interesting sound that birds make while they’re
having sex. Art, Canada
500 Axe Mohammad Farzinnia  13mins 15
This film is according to a nightmare. Drama, Iran
501 Lipstick Babak Meinaghi  10mins 12
The desolate depository night watchman’s dream. Drama,
Iran
380# My Dear Elsa
Stefan Quinth  52mins 12A
Captivating, extraordinary woman who lives life
exuberantly. After spending 31 years behind the locked
doors of a mental hospital Elsa knows how to savor each
day... Documentary, Sweden
387# Yes Means No
Lisa Nash & Lamatdance  5mins 12
A collaboration between video artist Lisa Nash and Lamat
dance. Dance, London
505# Donovan Slacks
Kivmars Bowling  95mins 15
A 1920s hospital patient (re)discovers the terrible secret of
his past - determined to break free and win the woman he
loves, the man silenced all his life leads an uprising against
the government.  Drama, Britain
515 Creatures Of Knowledge
Kevin Murphy  70mins 15
Five friends reunite for dinner and conversation. As the
evening progress, people reminisce and certain tensions
come to a head, relationships are tested; some are
strengthen, some left in trouble. Drama, Ireland
526 Duper Models
Peter Gregeen  20mins 15
A down at heel modeling agency gets a break with a TV
commercial - and everything that can go wrong, does!
Comedy, London
550 The Plan David Padadac & George Giorgiou &
Dermot Power  3mins 15
It is a day of reckoning. An old man prepares himself one
last time for a push and the final battle...
Drama, London
575 Life Is Nothing: This Is My Life
Flavio Sciole  3mins U
Life is nothing. Art, Italy
576 Mattatoio L’vomo 15
Flavio Sciole  9mins  Man is mad. Art, Italy
577 Salvo Per Forma U
Flavio Sciole  3mins Salvo, a performer. Art, Italy
581 Microazione #3 Shoes And
Sugar Shoes and sugar. Art, Italy
583 Aman4aman Flavio Sciole 6mins U
A video for J. Beuys. Art, Italy
621 Eden Camp Nick Fletcher  7mins U
A visit to a former prisioner of war camp. Docu, Britain
4 Morning praise 15
Daniel Smalley  10mins Alex has just been diagnosed with
terminal cancer. Drama, Britain
5 Bare Necessities 
Kathryn Grey  10mins 15
Low budget but highly ethical environmental thriller-slash-
horror, about bears. Comedy, London
8 Outside Hedi Young  5mins 15
David, a hospitalized mental patient, takes the opportunity
to escape. Comedy, London
9 B@!!@ck$ Robert Bertrand  7mins
A man finds out that he may have cancer and the conse-
quences of dealing with it. Drama, Britain
10 Remember Daniel Johnson  5mins 12
The importance of memories. Drama, London
11 Discombobulation
Daniel Johnson  7mins 12A
After a bizarre incident at a birthday party, an unexpected
love triangle forms. Comedy, Britain
12 The Corpse Wore White
Mike Hallett  20mins U
A young woman dies on the eve of her wedding in
mysterious circumstances... Drama, Britain
23 Ballad Of Belsize
Yakob Jakobowski-Zentner 17mins 12
A film about Belsize and its people, shot in the charm of the
late Jaque Tati. Drama, London
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25 Caution Wet Paint: What Really
Happened At The Bus Stop Charles Michel
Dure  13mins U
Meet Jay and Ray, two of the funkiest guys in London. Jay
just wants a bus, but Ray.... Comedy, Britain
27 Two Glasses
Charles Michel Dure  5mins U
Due to a loveless marriage, a husband decides to take
matters into his own hands. Drama, Britain
28 Runaround Ian Mansfield 10mins 12A
Vic’s boss, Ross needs a car sale from Vic or else. Vic’s
customer Bianca test drives the car but wants a discount
price and offers sex for it; Vic agrees... Drama, London
30 Suspect Steven Dorrington 10mins 15
After Larry Lacky is bizarrely murdered his seemly innocent
neighbour Sally Bash has to face some unorthodox police
questioning. Comedy, Britain
38 Apeth James Martin Charlton  7mins 18
An affluent gay man arranges a threesome with a chav from
the local council estate and an ape from London zoo.
Comedy, London
50 Cold Calling
Daniel Quinones & Jesse Quinones  7mins 12A
Michael Watson is a cold-calling machine. He tries to reel in
his next recruit. But does he still have what it takes to close
the deal? Comedy, London
53 In A Drawer
Vesna Marich & Darko Predanic  3mins 12
The story about the love and marriage, the good times and
the bad times, which is filmed entirely in a marriage bed.
Drama, London
55 Best Laid Plans Ben Kent 17mins 12
John wants to meet the girl he sees every day at the bus
stop. Comedy, London
56 Is Everyone Fine?
Ingeo Park & So Jung Ahn  20mins U
Korea 2007 in which people are not fine anymore with the
3 million of CCTV. Documentary, London
65 Pickering War Weekend 07
Nick Fletcher 10mins  U
A visit to the Pickering war Weekend in October 2007.
Documentary, Britain
66 Memory Lane -- Malton
Nick Fletcher  7mins U
A nostalogic video about Malton’s past. Features Malton
History Group in 2007. Documentary, Britain
67 Pickering Station 
Nick Fletcher  10mins U
A video about Pickering Station which is part of the North
Yorkshire Moors Railway. Documentary, Britain
72 hear me Marloes Aben  2mins 12
Experimental film about what’s in your mind, expressing
and communicating. Art, Holland
73 Button_Empty Space ProjectAngelina
Voskopoulou  3mins U
Void could be something solid which has a shadow. It is not
necessarily matter that feels the void. It could be something
else... Art
74 I Know You Stelios Sarros  7mins 12
As I fill in, all the familiar dimensions, I place you in time
and transfer you to and fro to it.... Art, Greece
76 War Fever Antoine Douchet 5mins 12A
A duel between Bush and Bin Laden. Music Videos, France
81 Some Art Thing
Patrick Sheridan  10mins 12A
Nancy Hartigan, the owner of a trendy art gallery, masks
the pain of her failing marriage as she hosts the opening of
her latest exhibit... Drama, USA
82 The Accused
Savio Abraham  13mins 12A
Its a story about, Rehaan Ali Khan, a British born Muslim lad
who wants to become a cop... Drama, Britain
83 The Carousel Nick Fletcher  5mins U
A magical carousel visits a market town in North Yorkshire
at Xmas. Documentary, Britain
85 Light Bulb Sergei Petrov  7mins U
Brings us a journey ofa  day in the life of a young guy, who
makes a day to remember. Drama, Canada
102 Trafalgar
Sam Chamberlaine  3mins 12A
Music video of band ‘Trafalgar’,gritty, urban tale of a band
in complete chaos. Time speeds up, as they try to reach their
destination. Music Videos, London
105 Cartoon Saints and VillainsDavid
Wurawa  25mins   15
M is a no mess, no fuss, no trace, unassuming, secretive
assassin who displays a cool and detached exterior. Drama,
Austria
115 Gordon Knows Best?
Patricia Shrigley  2mins U
Artist portrayal of her brother ‘Gordon” who likes to think
he knows best. Art, London
117 Santa Corp. Gavin O’ Grady 3mins U
Two corporate executives pitch new ideas for Christmas to
Santa Claus. Comedy, Britain

121 Anonymity Mark Norfolk  33mins 15
Explores primal instincts of humankind. Drama, London
124 Cake Rosston Mican Meyer  3mins 12A
Photographic exploration of a woman and the emotional
recipe that rises in the kitchen. Drama, USA
125 Slug Mike Ferry  13mins U
The breathtaking North West captured in stunning
cinematography as two friends journey along the river, a
original and uniquely inspiring. Art, USA
126 Velvet Breven Angaelica Warren 5mins 12A
A mesmerizing journey with red velvet and black satin
under the spell of a seductive jazz singer. Art, USA
127 Cobbler
Breven Angaelica Warren  3mins U
Follow along in the kitchen or simply enjoy the beauty of
baking with friends. Documentary, USA
128 Metal Mike Ferry & Joe sands 3mins 12A
Metal, fire, flesh, fishnets and satin. Art, USA
129 20 Years On The Road Of Rock
Flavia Paulino  75mins   U
Music Documentaries, Ireland
131 The Pastorate
Jason Young  6mins 12
Colleen Rose is a redundant young professional who is down
on her luck in employment. Drama, London
141 Around The World In 21 Days
Jason Young  50mins  U
Two female Londoners set out on a 21-day journey around
the world including Hong Kong, Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa. Documentary, London
144 The Woman In The Lift
D.J.Pinker  13mins U
Two dreams intersect. Art, London
184 Lumps Alasdar Ogilve  8mins 12A
Two brothers lose the plot when a robbery goes wrong.
Drama, Britain
190 Time
Mario Lopes & Joao Nogueira  4mins U
A woman fights against the oblivion.... Drama, Portgual
198 Visages Lyle Pisio  15mins 15
Ely discovers that his perception of reality depends on the
face he chooses to wear. Animation, Canada
230 Last Drop
Graeme Webb & Bob Vine  20mins 15
Sex, drugs, violence and small model cars. Drama, London
238 Memories Of A Future
Margaret Dickinson & Pepe Petos  85mins 12A
In present day Spain a party from Britain commemorates
the arrival 70 years before of the first brigadiers.
Documentary, London
244 Shawls And Moustaches (Sjalar
Och Mustascher)
Jan-Eje Ferling  11mins 12
An older single woman tries to contact males by ads but with
little success. She realizes that a male is not her solution....
Comedy, Sweden
249 York - City In Motion
Nick Fletcher  8mins U
A video montage of York. Documentary, Britain
252 Sometimes People Love
Miles Nanton  20mins 12
Four friends go on a journey to find their absent fathers.
Drama, London
254 Specters
Dario Marino And Enrico Calvagna  13mins 12A
Two woman are wandering around to some desolate lands,
woods, headlands without escape... Art, Italy
255 Market Day Malton - 08
Nick Fletcher  4mins U
A day in the life of maltion’s historical cattle market.
Documentary, Britain
281 Michael Steven’s Memoirs
Russell Hill  10mins    12A
Michael Stevens is just an ordinary guy. He begins to think
too much about his life; and it all goes wrong. Drama,
Britain
305 Drifted Simon Bretscher  27mins U
47 days lost in the south pacific, you have plenty of time to
think about your life. Exactly this happened to the Aussie
Ben Tooki. Documentary, Switzerland
320 Hen Bryd../ High Time..
Steffan Donnelly  15mins    U
John and Meri lost touch with their son, Gwilym, after he
went to sea 20 years ago. Their routine is shattered by a
stranger dressed in red. Drama, Britain
331 My Aunt Timrava  (Moya Teta
Timarav) Katrina Kocalkova  29mins U
Shows the most famous Slovak writer by the eyes of her 93-
years old niece as well as living people - from the village
and the intelligence too. Documentary, Slovakia
342 Z & She  (Yo Y Ella)
Fernando Uson  18mins 12A
Several witnesses are interviewed to relate their encounter
with a desperate woman. Drama, Spain

343 Bad Omen (Mal A Guero)Fernando
Uson  6mins 12A
A look, a gesture - and everything starts to pop out to the
ground from Arturo’s hand. Comedy Horror, Spain
350 Taking A Break
Chris Nunn  20mins 12A
A mocumentary that charts the ‘Rise To Fame’ of a number
of would be ‘celebrities. Comedy. London
351 Between You Now
Chris Nunn  12mins 12A
Kathryn, a high-class socialite, is having a party for her
friends... Drama, London
427 Anniversary Gavin Boyter 14mins 12A
Brian takes Suzy for an idyllic weekend in the country, to
propose. Suzy has other plans. Drama, London
428 Beyond Gavin Boyter  10mins 12
Craig & Julie have the perfect date... until she’s accidentally
killed. Drama, London
446 Subliminal City
Natalie Hobbs  10mins U
A moody animation of wandering through a derelict and
surreal city, exploring the concept of loneliness in urban
space. Art, Britain
450 Words Tor Kristoffersen  15mins 12
Kasper runs an espresso bar. Everyday at 1 o’ clock its full.
Then one day ‘Coffee King’ opens next door... Comedy,
Britain
458 Understanding Marwood
Michael Audreson 10mins   U
Marwood’s Clinic treats drug addicts by being flexible. It
doesn’t make money so Marwood assumes there is tax
liability... Drama
459 No Way
Mohamed Ben Becher  8mins U
Nebil, a young man is working in an internet start up. His
colleague has gone on a vacation, is replaced by Selua, a
former school love... Drama, Tunisia
460 In The Moon’s Shadow
Stepen George  4mins 15
Nightmare and reality merge during a mysterious total solar
eclipse. Drama, London
461 Decryption Of The Battlestar
Galactica Last Supper Picture
Heri Mkocha  6mins U
In 2008 a cryptic picture with the cast of cult show Battlestar
Galactica recreating the last supper was said to hold the key
to many mysteries. Docu, London
462 The Bridges Heri Mkocha  3mins 12
It’s a strange contradiction that the more we master all
things that hinder our survival, food, shelter, genetics,
disease the more disconected we feel. Art, London
465 Feed The Ducks
Richard Rhoden & Chris Paulsen  9mins 12
Strangers chat in the park feeding the ducks - what follows
has unsettling consequences. Comedy, London
476 Chainmail
Richard Chance & Jonathan Chance  27mins 18
Locked, bound and chained, a 7 foot tall crate arrives at the
house of an unsuspecting family... Horror, Britain
506 See Saw City
Anne Bouromane  30mins 12
Non linear exploration of a young girl’s dream of the big
city. Art, London
570 SS Krocifisso 12A
Flavio Sciole  4mins. Art, Italy
571 Beatlttude Flavio Sciole  2mins U
A beat attitude. Art, Italy
572 Funeralife Flavio Sciole 3mins 12
Life is a coffin. Art, Italy
578 Niente Arte Per Un’Artista
Flavio Sciole  2mins U
Nothing art is possible for an artist. Art, Italy
579 Microazione #1 Final Toy
Flavio Sciole  4mins U
A final toy for a final man. Art, Italy
580 Microazione #2 Esistere Cabile
Flavio Sciole  2mins U
Life is a game. Art, Italy
599 Spirit Of The African Diaspora
Morgan 12
The installation film takes a look at the religion of the Africa
Diaspora. Art, London
611 In Terativedade
Marcelo Paganini  17mins U
Abstract video art. Drama, France
615 Baghdad Banana Vanesa Orel
Drama, London
617 Robot Revolution
Nick Fletcher  2mins 12
Slick horror (trailer) about the world being taken over by
robots. Sc-Fi Drama, Britain
620 Forever England
Nick Fletcher  6mins U
A video about the camaraderie in the second world war.
Documentary, Britain

639# The Flip Side
Chen Ariel - Katchko  5mins 15
Dective Gus Dooli interrogates the ghost of Bubs McGree
about her recent murder. Animation, USA
642# The Story Of The Count Of
Monte Cristo (The Three Dumas)
Esther Anderson & Gian Godoy  60mins 12
A dramatised biography of novelist Alexander Dumas (The
Man In The Iron mask). Art Docu, London
231# Plum Role Zak Hilditch  75mins 15
When Jacob lands the Plum Role in a new cop show, a series
of unresolved misdemeanors come to the surface, jeopar-
dising his shot at the big time. Drama, Australia
380# My Dear Elsa
Stefan Quinth  52mins 12A
Extraordinary woman who lives life exuberantly.
Documentary, Sweden
60# The Boat People
Rob Curry  90mins 15
Alice brings her new boyfriend, Jared, to her seaside
cottage. Drama, London
566 Married To A Witch
Fred Amata  115mins 15
A man who rejected Christ and went his own way which
landed him in real supernatural trouble. Drama, Nigeria
567 Magic Money Teco Benson 120mins15
Horrifying true story of some adventurous, overzealous
young men whose quest for money pushed them into some
unnatural tracks. Drama, Nigeria
95 We blow it every time
Paula Rae Gibson  60mins 15
A young woman using word, image and music as she grieves
in the arms of other men. Art, London
96# Busy fairies
More from Paula Rae Gibson
97# Wise too young
More from Paula Rae Gibson
98# Slip away
More from Paula Rae Gibson
99# Always walk away
More from Paula Rae Gibson
86 The 8Th Bullet
Marcelo Paganini  15mins 12A
Experimental documentary about the execution of Jean
Charles de Menezes, Art Documentaries, France
22#  Crossing Bridges
Mark Norfolk  90mins 15
A suicidal man meets an angel and takes her on a journey
across London. Drama, London
538# Mass Romantic
Richard Paro  115mins 12A
When you’re an artist, academic or activist and known for
your passion, where do you turn when it wanes? Your work?
Your partner? Drama, USA
373 Blue Maya Neemani  73mins 18
The lives of three Israeli porn actresses, as they go through
the stages of an adult film production. Documentary, Israel
535 Her Name Was Amy Tillman
Teddy Hayes  90mins 18
Troubled woman admits a murderous campaign to psychia-
trist and then involves him. Crime Thriller, Britian
26 Still Human Still Here: The
Destitution Of Refused Asylum
Seekers Mark Hoffman & Nick Broomfield 13mins
Documentary, London
189 Rquiano In Africa Jason Young 10mins
The childhood of the Africa abolitionist, Olaudah Rquiano, in
Benin between 1745-55 before he was kidnapped and
enslaved. Narrated by Jason Young
227 Two Graves Gregory Marsh  20mins
A couple struggle to come to terms with the death of their
son, grief ridden they seek solace in revenge. Drama
322 The Boy, The Bike, And the
Apple Robin Whenary  5mins
A chance encounter: As a boy cycles up a quiet country lane,
an apple falls from a tree and rolls downhill towards him.
357 Portraits. New York
Breixo Viejo  2mins U
Experimental film about 14 anonymous New Yorkers going
down the escalators in Harlem. Art, London
423 Doll Face David Ellinor 1min
A man breaks up with his girlfriend. Comedy, Britain
429 My Polska
Aran Hughes & Joseph Fawcett  25mins
After the death of Joanne. Bereaved father John keeps his
son Scott close. Scott has invited a special set of guests for
dinner. Drama, London
473 Journey Sandi Thompson  7mins
A journey through iconic parts of London west End
474 Write A Wrong Ruth Buchanan 5mins
Poetic commentary on our responsibility of war. 
609 A Tale Of Two Cities
Ariel Pintor  5mins
A small group of local doctors dealing with vast human
tragedy in Colombia. Documentary, London
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